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Abstract
The understanding of damage evolution and fracture propagation in rocks as a brittle material is
important for many industrial applications; for instance to investigate mine safety, to analyze material
failure in manufacturing and construction and to understand the behaviour of pre-existing fractures on
hydraulic fracturing in oil and gas extractions. Currently, numerical studies for fracture propagation in
brittle rock specimens with pre-existing fractures show strong mesh dependence. To address the issue
of mesh independence, further numerical investigation and improvement of damage models under a
fully 3-D assumption is critical.
In this thesis, we develop numerical tools to investigate the effect of model parameters, including
the heterogeneity of rock by allowing Young’s modulus to vary spatially, and of the geometry of
a pre-existing fracture on the stress-strain response and damage evolution in rocks. The fracture
propagation model uses continuum damage mechanics where the elastic modulus reduces with damage
as the rock is weakened through the formation of fractures. Two failure conditions are presented, a
micromechanical model [1, 2] using the unified strength theory [3, 4] and a strain-based form of a
modified von-Mises condition [5]. Various damage evolution laws are considered which can simulate a
range of behaviour from brittle to quasi-brittle. Four different damage evolution laws are analyzed for a
3-D rectangular single flaw specimen to deliver the most realistic results. The quasi-static equilibrium
equation is solved for various cases of brittle failure and damage evolution for specimens under loading
using the Finite Element Method (FEM) with tetrahedron elements on unstructured meshes. In contrast
to previous implementations based on rectangular grids, the use of unstructured meshes provides
higher geometrical flexibility and allows a more accurate way of including geological features, such as
flaws, through locally adapted (FEM) meshes.
An important factor affecting the mechanical behaviour during the failure process is the hetero-
geneity of the rock. Heterogeneity is simulated by sampling the initial local Young’s modulus from
a Weibull distribution over a cubic grid. The values are then interpolated to the computational (un-
structured FEM) mesh. This approach introduces an additional length scale for rock heterogeneity
represented by the cell size in the sampling grid that is independent of FEM mesh size. This approach
is different from previous implementations of rock heterogeneity [6–8] where the length scale is
determined by the mesh resolution.
A well-known problem which arises in “local” damage models is that they suffer from mesh
dependency [2] and strain localization [9]. In this work, we apply the non-local implicit gradient
damage formulation of Peerlings et al. [5] to address the issue of mesh dependency. The basic concept
of the non-local implicit gradient model is that the strain at a given point depends not only on the strain
at that point but also on the nearby strain field. The local equivalent strain is replaced with a non-local
equivalent strain which involves solving a coupled system of partial differential equations (PDEs)
formed by the quasi-static equilibrium equation for the displacement and the Helmholtz equation
for the non-local equivalent strain. The system is solved using the split-operator method [10–14]
to reduce computing time in 3-D. We demonstrate the relative ease of this method in removing the
mesh dependence. As the choice of physically meaningful length scales led to the requirement of
extremely fine meshes, the investigations showed that in general the applicability of the non-local
model is limited even with the use of large-scale parallel computers to solve the (FEM) problems.
The damage evolution models are compared against uniaxial compression experiments for isotropic,
heterogeneous sandstone specimen containing a pre-existing 3-D surface flaw where different configu-
rations of the flaw are investigated [15]. The damage evolution for uniaxial compression of a cubic
rock specimen with a weak element and a homogeneous L-shaped specimen under a lateral load are
also discussed in this study. The generation of three typical surface cracking patterns, called wing
cracks, anti-wing cracks and far-field cracks, are identified in the simulation results. These depend
on the geometry of the pre-existing surface flaw. The simulated fracture propagation, coalescence
types and failure modes for the specimens with pre-existing surface flaw show good agreement with
experimental studies. The numerical simulations gave more realistic results when using coarse-grained
Weibull distributions for Young’s modulus.
The fracture propagation model developed in this thesis can be applied to unconventional coal
seam gas reservoirs where 3-D modelling is crucial to realistically represent the complex 3-D fractures
produced during gas extraction and fracking. Current fracture models used in industry are only appro-
priate for conventional oil and gas reservoirs. Typically these models are isotropic and homogeneous
assume 2-D, planar-3-D or pseudo-3-D fracture models and exhibit mesh dependence. Our model
could also be extended to model induced seismicity and fault reactivation in mining applications.
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Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Accurate prediction of reservoir production in structurally weak geologic areas requires the capability
to model both mechanical solid deformation and fluid flow modelling [19, 20]. Combined techniques
of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have revitalized economically viable production from
tight oil and gas shale reservoirs. This joint technology application enabled extensive unconventional
resource exploration and development activities, first in the United States and now around the globe,
for unlocking vast hydrocarbon resources [21]. Oil and natural gas production are in decline in the last
decades from conventional resources in North America and around the world. Most of the traditional
methods of oil and natural gas production are becoming less relevant. New technologies have been
introduced in order to produce from unconventional oil and natural gas resources whereas productions
from these resources were previously impossible to obtain using traditional methods.
The main difference between conventional and unconventional gas is the geology of the reservoirs
from where they are produced and also the production methods needed to extract the gas. To extract
unconventional gas depends upon ’unconventional’ methods- such as hydraulic fracturing (HF) or
horizontal drilling (See Figure 1.2). Vertical and horizontal drilling are used to extract Coal Seam
Gas (CSG). Conventional gas (See Figure 1.1) freely moves toward the surface and is trapped by
impermeable seal. Unlike conventional oil and natural gas, unconventional oil and natural gas (See
Figure 1.1) do not flow spontaneously through the rock but is absorbed by reservoir and it is therefore
much more difficult to produce. Coal seams contain both water and gas, and extracting CSG through
gas wells require removal of formation water from the coal cleats and fractures to reduce the pore
pressure, and allow methane to be desorbed from the coal matrix and flow towards the surface. Large
amounts of water may be pumped out of coal seams to release gas. This water extraction could
deplete and draw down groundwater aquifers, change the lateral flow in aquifers and cause surface
subsidence. Treatment of the water is expensive and energy intensive and there is the future problem
of rehabilitation of land once the industry is gone [22].
CSG wells are typically shallower than conventional wells and cost much less to drill. However,
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Figure 1.1: Conventional and Unconventional oil and gas reservoirs. Source: Queensland Government,
Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment, Surat Underground Water Impact Report (2012)
CSG production normally requires a higher density of wells than conventional gas production [23].
The main goal of hydraulic fracturing in coal seams is to create a highly conductive fracture system.
This fracture system will allow the methane gas to flow through the methane-bearing coal seam toward
the production well. Several authors [24–27] have investigated hydraulic fracture. There are two
important processes in hydraulic fracturing. The first is fracture propagation through the rock and the
other is the fluid flow along the newly produced fracture.
The effect of dip and strike of a pre-existing fracture in a rock on the propagation behaviour
and the geometry of a hydraulic fracture when it intersects existing fracture was investigated by
Dehghan et al. [28]. They showed that the fracture either propagates away from the pre-fracture tip
along the direction of maximum horizontal stress or propagates along the height of a pre-existing
fracture in the normal stress regime after interaction and opening of the pre-existing fracture. This
type of fracturing is common for rock which contains multiple layers with various material properties.
Mined-through studies [29–31] show that when hydraulic fractures propagate from the targeted
coalbeds into overlying rocks it results from opportunistic enlarging of pre-existing fractures. Pre-
existing fractures can influence the propagation of new fractures, thus before commencing fracturing,
it is extremely important to understand the interaction of new loads and subsequent fracturing with
pre-existing fractures.
Due to the importance of the fracturing process in rocks, there is great interest in experimental
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Figure 1.2: Coal seams structure. Source:Australian science media centre
and numerical modelling to characterize the internal and external structures of the fractured rock.
Modelling and analysis of fracture propagation and progressive damage evolution are essential for
damage-tolerant design in structural, geotechnical and civil engineering. Among the various approaches
to model fracture and damage in solids, methods of continuum damage mechanics have gained the most
attention [32–35]. In continuum damage mechanics instead of modelling micro-cracking and voids at
the micro-scale the averaged effect of material degradation due to fractures and damage is modelled
as strain softening for the material at the mesoscale. Continuum damage mechanics provides a
convenient framework to simulate the effect of damage on the mesoscale on the macroscopic structural
response. Numerical simulations using continuum damage mechanics of the damage evolution, fracture
propagation and failure progression can be analyzed for different materials, structures and failure
mode. Preventing brittle material failure is crucial for ensuring safety in mining and geotechnical
engineering. It is now possible to have detailed modelling of different fracture and damage propagation
in rocks with the availability of high-speed computers. Various numerical approaches have been
developed to model the formation and propagation of fractures. The effect of material damage is
normally considered as an internal variable which represents the constitutive behaviour of engineering
materials [36] in continuum damage mechanics [37]. Among these continuum damage models, local
models are very popular due to their simplicity and ease of implementation. However, these local
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models have drawbacks due to their mesh sensitivity [38, 39]. Non-local models were introduced to
avoid mesh dependence and localisation issues.
This project aims to help solve the issues of damage propagation in brittle and quasi-brittle materials
and mesh dependency in numerical 3-D damage models. Our model also provides better knowledge
and understanding of the behaviour of pre-existing fractures under different geometrical orientation
and loading conditions.
1.2 Rock Properties and Previous Studies
The process of fracture propagation and damage evolution is extremely important for many industrial
processes with applications in the mining industry, composites, earthquake simulations, and hydraulic
fracturing in coal seam gas (CSG) extractions. The site-specific geology, pre-existing fractures and
heterogeneities play a key role in influencing fracture behaviour. For instance in the context of CSG
geological discontinuities such as natural fractures can have a significant effect on the propagation
behaviour of hydraulic fracture propagation. The effect of discontinuities depends mainly on ancillary
parameters such as the permeability of natural fractures, frictional properties, in-situ stresses, fracture
spacing and orientation, and fracturing fluid viscosity [40]. Natural fractures are partially or wholly
sealed fractures which act as planes of weakness and can be reactivated during hydraulic fracture
treatments [41]. In this thesis, we investigate the effect of pre-existing fractures, rock heterogeneity
and rock brittleness on damage evolution and fracture propagation.
As a test case, the effect of different geometries of a pre-existing fracture in a 3-D block specimen
under uniaxial compression is investigated in this thesis. The pre-existing fracture is modelled using
weak elements with a reduced Young’s modulus in the simulations. It is similar to a closed fracture
which acts as planes of weakness in reality. Rock heterogeneity is modelled by defining a random
Weibull distribution for Young’s modulus in the simulations. We also investigated the effect of the
degree of brittleness of the rock samples on fracture propagation and damage evolution in the rock
samples with pre-existing fracture under uniaxial load. Brittleness is the tendency of a material to
break with little or no plastic deformation rather than bend. In other words, a material is said to be
brittle when subjected to stress, it breaks without significant deformation (strain) [42]. Cast iron,
some concretes, sandstone and some glass products are examples of brittle materials. Even those of
high strength, brittle materials absorb relatively little energy prior to fracture and its breaking is often
accompanied by a snapping sound. If a load is applied to the material then the material must deform
to bear the load. At low loads, materials will return to their old shape after the load is lifted within
the elastic regime. But at high loads, deformation may be irreversible. The load limit is different for
different materials.
On the other hand, quasi-brittle structures are those in which failure is caused by fracture rather than
plastic yield. The fracture front is surrounded by a large fracture-process zone in which the cracking or
other damage takes place [43]. A quasi-brittle material shows measurable deformation prior to failure.
Examples of materials, which exhibit quasi-brittle fracture, are some concretes, rock, ceramics and
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some fibre reinforced composites [44]. Fracture of quasi-brittle materials under compressive loading is
studied by van Mier et al [45]. A review of continuum damage-based approaches for fracture analysis
in quasi-brittle materials is described by de Borst [46]. Another type of material is ductile material,
which bend rather than breaking under load. It shows substantial plastic deformation under external
loading. Aluminium, copper, steel and most plastics are common examples of ductile materials [47].
Material properties of different materials are extremely important for numerical modelling of those
materials which are sometimes very challenging. Elastic-brittle models [48, 49] can model brittle and
quasi-brittle materials whereas elasto-plastic models [50, 51] can model ductile materials. The models
discussed in this thesis is able to simulate brittle and quasi-brittle rock by considering their material
properties and different appropriate damage evolution laws.
1.2.1 Isotropic and Anisotropic Studies
Rock is frequently treated as a linearly elastic, homogeneous and isotropic medium [52]. However,
this particular behaviour provides limited intuition into the real character of stresses and deformations
within a rock mass. Anisotropic damage mechanics is of considerable importance in many engineering
applications for many materials such as composites, shale, coal, and concrete. The material is
said to be anisotropic, when the properties of a material vary with a change in the direction [53].
On the other hand, isotropic materials have the same damage response in all directions and the
response does not vary with loading direction. A general classification of rock anisotropy proposed
by Barla [54] consists of two types. One type of rock exhibits anisotropic properties despite apparent
isotropy. Another type of rocks displays clear evidence of anisotropy through bedding planes for
example which leads to transverse isotropic materials. Coal seams are an example of rock with
orthotropic symmetry due to three perpendicular bedding planes and natural cleating [55]. Shale is
an example of rock with transverse isotropic symmetry due to its layered structure with horizontal
bedding planes [56]. On the other hand, generalized Hooke’s law for an anisotropic rock will have
more than two independent elastic coefficients, in contrast to the situation for an isotropic rock.
Therefore, it is more complex to experimentally characterize the elastic properties of an anisotropic
rock and determine the change of these anisotropic properties with damage [57–59]. Modelling
anisotropic damage is not as straightforward as modelling isotropic damage. However, anisotropic
rock mechanics have been pioneered by Amadei [60], particularly for the analysis of in situ subsurface
stress measurements. Researchers [57–59, 61–65] have recently proposed anisotropic damage models
with different theoretical approaches. Pyroclastic behaviour of brittle rock material with anisotropic
damage is discussed by Shao [66]. Recently, anisotropic damage models for transverse isotropic and
orthotropic materials have been proposed by Olsen-Kettle [57–59]. Most rock mechanics analyzes have
been conducted under the assumption of isotropic because anisotropic damage models are challenging
to develop.
In this study, we only consider isotropic rocks but it can be extended for anisotropic rocks in future
studies by considering a tensorial variable for damage instead of a scalar variable. To simulate fracture
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propagation in isotropic rock we implemented the micromechanical damage model of Zhu et al. [2]
to build a numerical damage model for isotropic (scalar) damage. This model needs to applied to
anisotropic rocks like shale and coal with some care. An isotropic damage model can only represent
anisotropic rocks if the model can represent the individual fractures and layered structure at the
mesoscale.
1.2.2 Homogeneity and Heterogeneity of Rock
One of the most important factors affecting mechanical behaviour during the failure process is the
heterogeneity of rock [67]. The distance between fractures and the density of fractures have a close
correlation with rock mass heterogeneity [6]. The influence of heterogeneity on mechanical and
acoustic emission characteristics of rock specimen under uniaxial compression was studied with
numerical simulation methods [68]. The authors [8, 69–72] studied the impact of rock heterogeneities
on hydromechanical behaviour in the failure process of fractured rocks. It is known that for instance
rock and concrete are heterogeneous at the grain scale. They are characterized by the presence of
various materials and microstructural defects such as microcracks. These features influence the stress
distribution during the loading time of the material. These also affect the initiation and propagation of
fractures by creating zones of local tensile stress at the grain scale [73]. The grain size of the rock
has a significant effect in controlling the behaviour of the cracks when they begin to propagate. The
bigger grain size provides longer paths of weakness for growing cracks to propagate which promotes
degradation of material strength [74]. Experimentally, several authors [75,76] found that peak strength
decreases with the inverse square root of the mean grain size. A grain-scale heterogeneity including
microgeometric heterogeneity, grain-scale elastic heterogeneity, and microcontact heterogeneity model
was developed to simulate the microstructure of brittle rock [77]. Different studies [78, 79] showed
that the porosity of the rock also influences rock strength. Palchik [80] developed a model for uniaxial
compression strength in brittle porous rock using porosity, elastic modulus and grain size. Grain
boundaries and pores provide preferred paths of weakness for crack propagation, but they also reveal
significant differences in terms of intra- and inter-granular fracturing [81].
Heterogeneity of brittle rock on micro-mechanical extension behaviour during compression loading
is also important for the damage process and fracture propagation of rock [82]. Additionally, due to
the variability of material properties, local heterogeneity of the rock matrix and macro-scale stress
fluctuations can cause branching, turning, and twisting of fractures [83–85]. So, heterogeneity needs
to be considered to model the mechanical behaviour of rocks. For numerical models developed in
the past, different techniques have been used to implement heterogeneity. These techniques have
their own application (scale) for which they deliver good results [86]. Different options include:
(1) randomly assigning different properties to the elements in all kinds of element network model
following known probability distribution, [1, 87–89]. (2) Using a mesh with a random geometry, but
equal properties for the elements [90]. (3) Generating a microstructure and projecting this on a regular
element network, assigning different properties to the elements depending on their position [86, 91].
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(4) Using a combination of random geometry and generated grain structure [92].
In this study, the Weibull distribution [93–97] is considered to initialize Young’s modulus of the
rock to represent rock heterogeneity. Poisson’s ratio does not vary spatially. In contrast to previous
studies where values are directly assigned to the finite element mesh elements, we implement the
assignment of values to elements sampled from a Weibull distribution using an alternative method.
This alternative method implements rock heterogeneity using an interpolation table, with a cubic grid,
at a user-specified (mesh-independent) grid resolution, over which the Weibull distribution is sampled.
The idea is to assign random data for Young’s modulus using a Weibull distribution inside each cell in
the interpolation table grid (see esys.escript user guide for details [98]). A sensitivity analysis of the
parameter of the random distribution and the sampling grid resolution are also studied in this thesis.
Different sets of random distributions are applied to find the most similar pattern to the damage plot
in the experiments [15] for a single pre-existing flaw specimen under uniaxial compression. This
sampling grid resolution introduces an additional length scale in the unstructured mesh which is
independent of the element mesh and size.
1.3 Experimental and Numerical Studies of Pre-fractured Rock
Experimental studies [99–101] have analyzed the failure mode and the cracking process of marble
specimens containing multiple pre-existing fractures under uniaxial compression. They have investi-
gated the strength and deformation behaviour of marble specimens affected by the fracture geometry
and fracture coalescence. The cracking behaviour of prismatic gypsum specimens containing one
or two inclusions have also investigated under uniaxial compression tests by Janeiro et al. [102].
Yang et al. [103] have additionally studied the effect of a coplanar crack angle on the strength and
deformation behaviour in sandstone samples. The emphasis of these experimental investigations were
on the influence of the geometry of single fissures (fissure length and fissure angle) on the strength
and deformation behaviour of brittle sandstone material. But in that paper, they did not discuss
the effect of different flaw depths. Many researchers [100, 103–106] have also studied two parallel
flaws in the rock. Yang et al. [107] investigated the fracture coalescence behaviour of red sandstone
containing two nonparallel fissures under uniaxial compression. Two types of cracks are observed in
the crack propagation process of the brittle materials namely wing cracks and secondary cracks which
originate from tips of the pre-existing cracks [108]. The experimental investigation of Li et al. [101]
on pre-cracked marble under compression found two types of newborn cracks named wing (tensile)
cracks and secondary (shear) cracks.
Numerous experimental and numerical studies have been conducted to investigate the deformation,
strength and failure behaviour of intact sandstone specimens [109] or pre-cracked specimens with
single or multiple penetrating 2-D flaws under various loading conditions [103, 107]. An experimental
study by Lu et al. [15] has recently extended this research to examine the evolution of fractures in 3-D
by observing crack development from a surface flaw, where a flaw is defined as the pre-existing fracture
of the specimen. A series of uniaxial compression experiments are performed for sandstone specimens
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containing a single pre-existing 3-D surface flaw with various flaw geometries. The emphasis of
that study was to systematically investigate the influence of the geometric parameters of a single
pre-existing 3-D surface flaw, including flaw orientation, flaw depth and flaw angle, on the deformation
and strength behaviour and to analyze the real-time surface cracking characteristics and the 3-D
internal fracture patterns and ultimate failure modes of the specimens under uniaxial compression.
A fully 3-D numerical damage model of a sandstone specimen with a 3-D surface flaw under
uniaxial compression is developed in this thesis. To validate the experimental study of Lu et al. [15] a
numerical study is conducted for the first time of a sandstone specimen for different flaw geometries
by using the finite element method (FEM) and unified strength theory [4].
1.4 Effect of Finite Element Mesh
Structured and unstructured mesh are commonly used in numerical simulations. The unstructured
mesh is identified by irregular connectivity. It is a patchwork of the plane or space by simple shapes in
an irregular pattern. That means, it is the tilling of a plane or surface using different geometric shapes
with no overlaps and no gaps. The common geometric shapes used in unstructured mesh are triangles
in 2-D and tetrahedra in 3-D. A tetrahedron has 4 vertices, 6 edges, and is bounded by 4 triangular
faces. In most cases, a tetrahedral volume mesh can be generated automatically. It is also known as an
irregular mesh/grid or unstructured grid. This unstructured mesh is used in finite element analysis for
an irregular shape. Unlike structured grids, unstructured grids require a list of the connectivity. This
connectivity specifies the way in which a given set of vertices (=FEM nodes) make a specific element.
The equations can be approximated over the space of the partition into elements. Unstructured
mesh offers more flexibility than structured mesh and hence are very useful in the finite element
method [110]. So, creating an unstructured mesh is useful to get a more accurate approximation in
numerical simulation. From literature, some geometrical setups (e.g. geological formation) can be a
challenge to automatically be meshed. Well established unstructured mesh generation methods from
geometry definition to surface and volume mesh generation is discussed by Loseille [111]. Complex
fracture and fragmentation patterns often take torturous paths and are usually better represented using
unstructured meshes. A better understanding of these complex fracture paths can be gained using
unstructured meshes as in this thesis.
In the simulation of this thesis, we use the unstructured mesh generator GMSH [112] to represent
the geometry of a 3-D rectangular single flawed rock, an L-shaped specimen and a simple cube with a
weak zone. The 3-D rock specimen with various flaw depths, angles and lengths is simulated in this
thesis using locally refined meshes since the elements are fine enough to resolve the flaw corners.
Additionally, three-dimensional simulations in a homogeneous material can show mesh-dependency
[113]. Different researchers have discussed effects of mesh dependence in different fields such as
earthquake rupture [114], finite element blast structural analysis induced by non-uniform pressure
distribution from high explosive blast wave [115] and two-mesh coupled gas flow–solid interaction
model for 2-D blast analysis in fractured media [116]. In the literature, it is widely acknowledged
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that local continuum damage models lead to mesh dependency, [117, 118]. The causes and effects of
localization have been discussed in detail in de Borst et al. [38]. As damage initiates and Young’s
modulus decreases through strain softening, the partial differential equation loses its ellipticity and
becomes ill-posed [119]. In the literature, many linear elastic damage models remain mesh dependent.
1.5 Non-local damage models
Mesh-independent descriptions of the localized zones of non-elastic strain are studied by Grassl et al. [120]
using 1-D and 2-D examples with simple non-local damage-plasticity models. Strain gradient theories
of plasticity can help alleviate mesh dependency in strain softening material [121], where the gradient
terms provide an internal length scale and remove mesh dependency. Several non-local damage models
introduce a mesh independent internal length scale as an additional physical model parameter to
eliminate mesh dependence [5, 14, 122].
In this work we apply the implicit gradient damage formulation of Peerlings et al. [122] to develop
a non-local damage model. The basic concept of the non-local implicit gradient model is that strain
at a given point depends not only on the strain at that point but also on the nearby strain field. The
local equivalent strain is replaced with a non-local equivalent strain by averaging strain across a
neighbourhood of a given size. This can be expressed as a solution of a partial differential equation
(PDEs). We also advance the micromechanical models to consider 3-D non-local damage models. To
demonstrate the mesh independence we consider different specimens with different shapes and mesh
element sizes under different loading.
To our knowledge, the 3-D implementation of the implicit non-local damage model is the first nu-
merical approach for modelling 3-D rectangular rock specimens with a pre-existing surface flaw under
uniaxial compression. The finite element method with an unstructured mesh and rock heterogeneity
defined using an interpolation table at specified grid resolution are also new approaches used in this
study. An investigation on mesh dependence for the isotropic damage model results is conducted using
the same distribution of material properties for meshes with different element sizes.
This PhD project advances the knowledge of damage evolution, fracture propagation and failure
in brittle to quasi-brittle materials, and investigates factors such as material structure, composition
and pre-existing flaws, affecting these phenomena. This research aims to advance numerical models
for damage evolution with different damage evolution laws for the fully 3-D case and removes the
spurious mesh dependency found in local damage models by introducing a non-local damage model.
1.6 Thesis Structure
The introduction (Chapter- 1) emphasizes the importance of numerical simulations as a tool to
understand fracture propagation in many application fields. Available experimental results and current
numerical modelling approaches with their limitations are also discussed in that chapter. Chapter- 2
describes the underlying mathematical equations and the procedure for their numerical solution. The
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following chapters (Chapters- 3- 6), analyze the results of damage and fracture propagation for different
samples including a cubic specimen, a rectangular block specimen and an L-shaped specimen, four
different damage evolution laws: namely exponential law, linear softening law, power law and modified
power law. A statistical sensitivity study of the damage evolution to the random distribution sampling
Young’s modulus in the specimen is applied. Also impact of flaw length, flaw angle, flaw depth, with
the application of either local damage or non-local damage models is investigated. Chapter- 3, 4
and 6 have been written as “stand-alone” research articles for local and non-local damage models
respectively. Chapter- 3 has already been published in the International Journal for Numerical and
Analytical Methods in Geomechanics [16]. A more detailed summary of the content of each chapter is
given bellow.
Chapter- 3 reviews current experimental investigations into fracture propagation which are used
to benchmark and parametrize numerical models of fracture propagation for isotropic rocks. In this
chapter, we simulate fracture propagation of isotropic rock to implement the isotropic (scalar) damage
model of [1], by using the finite element method (FEM) and unified strength theory [4].
Chapter- 4 explores different damage evolution laws and their resulting damage patterns based on
the modified von-Mises theory [123, 124]. Different damage evolution laws were previously studied
by Geers [125] but the investigation in the publication was limited to 2-D geometries. We consider
different 3-D rectangular specimen with a single pre-existing flaw to verify which law produces the
most similar damage pattern to experimental studies [15, 126]. Different damage evolution laws
for either brittle or quasi-brittle rock specimens are analyzed to find which one produces damage
patterns that reproduce results from experimental studies. In particular, we focused on the modified
power law to simulate sandstone and compare results of the experimental study by Lu et al. [15]
for a specimen with a single pre-existing flaw in different geometrical configurations to simulate. A
statistical sensitivity analysis is also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter- 5 provides a comparison of the two different local models discussed in Chapter- 3 based
on unified strength theory and in Chapter- 4 based on modified von-Mises theory. A local model with
two different failure conditions is studied in this chapter for three different cases; purely tensile, purely
compressive and pure shear. In this chapter, we demonstrated that these two models are equivalent for
these three specific cases.
Chapter- 6 demonstrates the well-known problem, mesh dependence and strain localization, which
arises in “local” damage models investigated in the previous chapters. The solution to these problems
is found by implementing non-local implicit gradient damage formulation of Peerlings et al. [122]
in this chapter. The basic concept of the non-local implicit gradient model is that the strain at a
given point depends not only on the strain at that point but also on the nearby strain field. The local
equivalent strain is replaced with a non-local equivalent strain which involves solving a system of
partial differential equations (PDEs). Implicit gradient enhancement (split-operator method) was used
for 3-D non-local damage models limited to a microplane damage model by Zreid and Kaliske [127].
In contrast to previous work, we simulate 3-D damage evolution in the continuum damage mechanics
framework with unstructured finite element meshes which give geometrical flexibility and allows for
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the accurate representation of rock with a pre-existing flaw through locally refined meshes.
Chapter- 7 provides conclusions drawn from each of the chapters of this research. This chapter
also discusses several possible research topics for future work extending this research.

Chapter 2
Mathematical Equations and Solution
Methods
The classical theory of linearly elastic deformable solids is based on different mathematical conditions
to simplify modelling and analysis. The body is assumed to behave like an ideal linear elastic body
where all strains are small. The material of the constituent phases is assumed to be homogeneous and
isotropic. The mathematical equations and solution methods to build a linear elastic damage model are
discussed in this chapter. The quasi-static equilibrium equation is solved with esys-escript [128], a
programming tool for implementing mathematical models in python using the finite element method
(FEM). The governing equations and their step by step solution methods are discussed in Section 2.1
with the damage evolution law and rock heterogeneity. The unstructured mesh, which is a particular
challenge when implementing a meshing procedure in FEM, is generated using Gmsh software [112],
and is also discussed in that section. The implementation in esys-escript of this model is outlined in
Section 2.2.
2.1 Governing Equations
The stress tensor (σi j) in equation 2.2 needs to fulfill the quasi-static equilibrium equation which is
given in Einstein notation as [129]:
−σi j, j = 0 (2.1)
For the isotropic, linear elastic case the components of stress tensor σi j are given by Hooke’s law
as [130]:
σi j = Ci jklεkl (2.2)
where Ci jkl =
Eν
(1+ν)(1−2ν)δi jδkl +
E
2(1+ν)
(δikδ jl +δ jkδil). (2.3)
In the above equation (2.2 and 2.3), Ci jkl is the stiffness tensor for an isotropic specimen, δi j is
Kronecker delta tensor, ν is Poisson’s ratio and E is Young’s modulus which values are varying with
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their location. As explained later, see Section 2.1.1, we apply a scalar isotropic damage model where
Young’s modulus is reduced with damage to the material. The strain tensor is given in geometrical
linearized form [131, 132] as
εkl =
1
2
(uk,l +ul,k) (2.4)
where uk,l is the partial derivative of the displacement vector element, uk, with respect to spatial
direction xl . Different displacement boundary conditions are used for different specimens and are
described in detail in each chapter. For free surfaces where no loading is applied, there is zero normal
boundary stress on these faces:
σi jn j = 0 (2.5)
where (ni) is outer normal field. This boundary condition can easily be modified to include confining
pressure. We solved equation (2.1) for the displacement vector (uk) using the finite element method
(FEM) [133].
2.1.1 Damage Model
We implemented a scalar isotropic damage model based on continuum damage mechanics. It is
assumed that the damage that occurs is isotropic [2, 97]. The implementation of this model is less
complex because the damage variable is a scalar instead of a second or fourth order tensor [57].
In the scalar isotropic damage model, the elastic Young’s modulus reduces as damage of the rock
progresses. Isotropic scalar damage models assume that Poisson’s ratio does not change as the damage
progresses [134].
The elastic modulus E of the damaged material is defined as [97]:
E = E0 · (1−D) (2.6)
where D is the damage variable to be updated during loading, E0 is the initial elastic modulus of
the undamaged material and E is the elastic modulus of the damaged material. For scalar damage,
D ranges from 0 for the undamaged material to 1 to represent full failure [135]. A more detailed
description of various damage variable definition and their evolution is discussed in each associated
chapter.
2.1.2 Rock Heterogeneity
A realistic heterogeneity of elastic properties in a sandstone specimen is modelled by sampling from
a Weibull distribution [93]. The Weibull distribution is a continuous probability distribution and
commonly used to model rock heterogeneity [69]. This Weibull probability distribution function f is
defined as:
f (uw) =
m
u0
(
uw
u0
)m−1
· exp
[
−
(
uw
u0
)m]
(2.7)
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where uw is a given material parameter to be modelled (here the initial Young’s modulus E0) and m is
the so-called shape parameter which defines the degree of material homogeneity and is thus referred to
as the homogeneity index. u0 is the scale parameter of the distribution function which is related to
the average bulk value of the mechanical parameter of the model. The probability density function
and the elastic modulus distribution of Weibull distribution for different shape parameters are shown
in Chapter- 3 in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively. In numerical models of rocks, the Weibull
distribution is typically sampled over each element of the FEM mesh [136]. This means that the length
scale of the heterogeneity is the element size and is depending on mesh size. Alternatively, we have
implemented the rock heterogeneity using an interpolation table with a cubic grid size for sampling the
Weibull distribution. The values are then interpolated to the computational FEM mesh using bilinear
interpolation (see esys.escript user guide for details [98]). This means that the length scale of the rock
heterogeneity is independent of the mesh element size for the simulation. This method introduces an
additional length scale for the rock heterogeneity represented by the cell size in the sampling grid. In
our current model, we only use a random sampling for Young’s modulus but it could also be considered
for other parameters for instance Poisson’s ratio in the simulation. In our implementation we use the
function numpy.random.weibull of the numpy module in Python to draw samples from a Weibull
distribution across a grid.
2.1.3 Finite Element Method (FEM)
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method for solving partial differential equations
(PDEs). In this method, all the complexities of the problems, like varying shape, boundary conditions
and external loads, are maintained but the solutions obtained are approximate. The finite element is
based on dividing the domain into small sub-domains of a specific shape, e.g. triangles or tetrahedrons,
called elements, see Figure 2.2. The unknown field variables are approximated by assumed functions
within each element, typically polynomials of some order. The approximating functions are defined in
terms of the values of the unknown field variables at specified points called nodes typically coinciding
with the vertices of the elements. Thus the unknowns become the values of the field variables at
the nodes. Once these are found the field variables at any point can be found by using interpolation
functions. As a result, the continuous PDE is approximated by local algebraic equations which are then
assembled into a large system of equations which in most cases can be solved iteratively [133]. The
positions of the nodes and the elements formed by their respective nodes define the FEM mesh. The
solution obtained from FEM is not exact and it is an approximation solution of the PDE. Before doing
any complex simulation we consider a homogeneous intact block specimen under uniaxial loading
to solve the conservation of momentum equation 2.1. The problem is solved in a quasi-static regime
and hence an implicit time integration is used to calculate the displacement field u with small uniaxial
displacement increment along the x3 direction. We compare our numerical solution result with the
analytical solution result and found the error in our simulation is approximately 10−5 which is quite
acceptable for FEM.
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Figure 2.1: The Domain of the specimen
2.1.4 Mesh Generation
Mesh generation is the process of generating a mesh that subdivides the computational domain
representing the specimen under investigation into smaller sub-domains of a given shape. The mesh is
used to create a discrete representation of the partial differential equation and its solution. There are
various mesh generation methods available [137]. We use unstructured mesh with tetrahedron elements
(see in Figure 2.2 (a)) for our simulation. Unstructured meshes require a list of the connectivity which
specifies the way a given set of vertices (=FEM nodes) make up individual elements. Element faces,
edges and vertices of neighbouring elements need to match which is a particular challenge when
implementing a meshing procedure in FEM. Unstructured meshes provide geometrical flexibility and
allow for the accurate representation of geometrically irregular shaped domain such as a disk-shaped
flaw in a block specimen. The 3-D rock specimen with various flaw depths, angles and lengths are
simulated using locally adapted meshes which gives an improved solution [138] when compared to
other works [139–141] since the elements are fine enough near the corner of the flaw (see Figure 2.2
(c)). For this thesis the Gmsh software [112] is applied to generate the meshes. Figure 2.2 (b),
Figure 2.2 (c) and Figure 2.2 (d) show meshes for a cubic domain with a weak zone, for a rectangular
domain with a flaw and for an L-shaped domain respectively. We are able to run our simulation for
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Figure 2.2: The mesh of the specimens (a) Tetrahedral mesh element, (b) Cubic mesh with a weak
zone, (c) Rectangular mesh with a pre-existing flaw and (d) L-shaped mesh.
very fine unstructured meshes with up to 100 Million elements.
2.2 Numerical Implementation with esys.escript
The implementation of the models is based on esys.escript [128, 142] which is a Python module [143]
for the solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) using spatial discretization techniques such as
the finite element method (FEM) (see section 2.1.3). It is designed to describe numerical models in
the language of PDEs while using computational components implemented in C and C++ to achieve
high performance for the time-intensive, numerical calculations. The current version of escript [144]
supports parallelization through both MPI for distributed memory and OpenMP for shared memory.
2.2.1 Computational Work Flow
To solve the governing equation (2.1) we have written a python script using Escript as the PDE solver.
The script has four major steps. Firstly, we need to define the domain where we want to calculate the
damage. For our simulation we mainly consider a block shaped domain (Ω) described in Figure (2.1).
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Start
Create Domain or Read Mesh
Define PDE
1. Set PDE Coefficients
2. Solve PDE, σi j, j = 0
3. Update damage for the
failed element (D > 0)
4. Update displacement increment
Termination
condition
reached?
Iteration finished
End
Yes
No
Figure 2.3: Computational work flow for esys.escript
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Secondly, we need to define the PDE to solve in each time step to get the updated damage. Thirdly, we
need to define the coefficients of the PDE, solve the PDE, update the damage for the failed elements
and update the displacement. Finally, we need to check the termination condition and for our case it is
uniaxial compression of the sample which terminates once a specified displacement limit has been
reached. If the termination condition is reached then the iteration finishes, otherwise it will start a loop
again from the third step. The loop repeats until the final termination condition has been reached. The
work flow is described in Figure (2.2.1).
2.2.2 Computing Process and Data Visualization
The simulations are carried out using parallel computing using either supercomputing facilities at the
University of Queensland or the National Computational Infrastructure (NCI) facilities in Australia.
It takes approximately two days to run a single simulation for a very fine mesh with around 100
Million elements, using a supercomputer with 15 compute nodes and 300 CPUs. It takes less time and
nodes for the coarse mesh. Computational time also varies according to the different geometry of the
specimens.
After completing the simulation Escript [98] produces VTK and SILO files for visualizing the data.
VisIt [145] is a well-maintained open source package optimally suited to visualize and analyze large
data sets both interactively and through python scripts. To visualize our simulation data we used VisIt
where it is easy to see the internal 3-D view, slicing, scalar and vector plot of the numerical sample.
The following published article has been incorporated as Chapter- 3.
1. [16] S. Mondal, L.M. Olsen-Kettle, and L. Gross, Simulating damage evolution and fracture
propagation in sandstone containing a pre-existing 3-D surface flaw under uniaxial compression, Inter-
national Journal for Numerical and Analytical Methods in Geomechanics, 43 (7) (2019) 1448–1466.
https://doi.org/10.1002/nag.2908
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initial concept 60
proof-reading 50
supervision, guidance 50
mesh generation code 100
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Chapter 3
Isotropic Damage Analysis for Sandstone
Pre-existing flaws and rock heterogeneity have important ramifications on the process of rock fracturing
and on rock stability in many applications. Therefore there is great interest in numerical modelling of
rock fracture and the underlying mechanisms. We simulated damage evolution and fracture propagation
in sandstone specimens containing a pre-existing 3-D surface flaw under uniaxial compression. We
applied the linear elastic damage model based on the unified strength theory following the Rock Failure
Process Analysis (RFPA) code. However, in contrast to the RFPA code we used the Finite Element
Method (FEM) with tetrahedron elements on unstructured meshes. It provided higher geometrical
flexibility and allowed for a more accurate representation of the disk-shaped flaw with various flaw
depths, angles and lengths through locally adapted meshes. Rock heterogeneity was modelled by
sampling the initial local Young’s modulus from a Weibull distribution over a cubic grid. The values
were then interpolated to the computational FEM mesh. This method introduced an additional length
scale for the rock heterogeneity represented by the cell size in the sampling grid. The generation
of three typical surface cracking patterns, called wing cracks, anti-wing cracks and far-field cracks
were identified in the simulation results. These depend on the geometry of the pre-existing surface
flaw. The simulated fracture propagation, coalescence types and failure modes for the specimens with
pre-existing surface flaw show good agreement with recent experimental studies.
3.1 Introduction
Experimental investigation of damage, fracture and crack propagation from a single or multiple pre-
existing flaws in different types of rock specimens is an active area of research. Rock specimens
contain pre-existing flaws at a variety of length scales from microscopic cracks to macroscopic
fissures, joints and even continental faults. Deformation, damage evolution and subsequent failure
and crack propagation in rocks is largely dependent on the process of initiation, propagation and
coalescence of new cracks from pre-existing flaws [15]. A better understanding of the dynamic
mechanisms and process of rock fracturing and the effect of pre-existing flaws yield benefits in many
areas from rock mechanics to mining engineering, and fracture stimulation in unconventional oil and
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gas reservoirs to earthquake prediction. Due to the critical role these flaws play in rock fracturing
and its implications in natural and engineered processes, they have been extensively studied both
numerically and experimentally.
Single-flawed and double-flawed rectangular prismatic specimens were prepared and tensile cracks
propagation were experimentally analyzed by Lee and Jeon [146]. Wing cracks were experimentally
observed from fractured specimens containing one or two cracks with different orientations [147].
In experimental studies Yang et al. [99, 100] and Wong et al. [148] have analyzed the failure mode
and the cracking process of marble specimens containing different pre-existing cracks under uniaxial
compression. The investigation of Janeiro and Einstein [102] focused on uniaxial compression tests
to investigate the cracking behaviour of brittle heterogeneous materials containing inclusions. The
emphasis of the experimental investigations by Yang and Jing [103] was on the influence of length
and angle on a single fissure on the strength and deformation failure behaviour of brittle sandstone
material.
Wing cracks and secondary cracks have been identified by multiple authors. They were observed
by Haeri et al. [108] in brittle materials where the crack propagation process originated from tips
of pre-existing cracks. Experimental investigation by Li et al. [101] on pre-cracked marble under
compression also found two types of newborn cracks named wing (tensile) cracks and secondary
(shear) cracks. Another experimental study by Yang and Jing [103] was conducted to investigate
deformation, strength and failure behaviour of pre-cracked specimens with a single fissure under
uniaxial compression. Extending earlier experiments on uniaxial compression tests of rocks with single
pre-existing flaws [126, 149–151], the study by Lu et al. [15] examined a series of experiments on
sandstone specimens containing a single pre-existing 3-D surface flaw. Also, the authors systematically
investigated the impact of flaw geometry on the deformation and strength behaviour by varying geo-
metric parameters of the flaw, including flaw length, flaw depth and flaw orientation. Surface cracking
characteristics, 3-D internal fracture patterns and failure modes of the specimens under uniaxial
compression were also investigated in this paper. Liang et al. [152] performed a similar numerical
analysis of rock specimens containing a single pre-existing flaw subject to uniaxial compression. In
this paper, the impact of varying the flaw angle on fracture propagation and unconfined compressive
strength (UCS) was considered. The work presented in this paper extended this investigation by
including variation in the flaw angle as well as flaw depth and length and simulated recent experiments
of Lu et al. [15].
Due to the importance of the fracturing process in rocks in mining and reservoir engineering, there
is great interest in numerical modelling to characterize the internal and external structures of fractured
rock. Various numerical approaches have been developed to model the formation and propagation
of fractures. There is a vast quantity of literature on this subject and because of this, we will not
attempt to discuss all potentially relevant approaches to model fractures in rocks. However, we
would like to highlight that in contrast to engineered materials such as composite laminates [153],
realistic modelling of rock fractures on the microscopic scale is difficult to achieve due to the various
spatial scales of fractures that are formed in rocks. For this reason, the numerical modelling approach
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chosen for this paper is a mesoscopic scale model using the concept of damage within a continuum
mechanics model. Among the various approaches to model fracture and damage in brittle solids,
methods of continuum damage mechanics have gained the most attention as they are numerically easier
to implement. In this paper we followed the model implemented in the Rock Failure Process Analysis
(RFPA) code by Tang [1], Tang et al. [88]. Its initial version is based on the 2-D finite element method
(FEM) [133] but has now been extended to 3-D using regular hexahedron elements. Motivated by the
experimental observations of Nemat-Nasser and Horii [154], uniaxial and biaxial compression of a
specimen containing a number of large pre-existing flaws and a row of suitably oriented smaller flaws
were numerically simulated by Tang and Kou [104] using the RFPA code. The code was applied to
investigate 3-D fracturing processes of cylindrical rock specimens with two macroscopic pre-existing
flaws by Wang et al. [97]. Several researchers [152, 155, 156] have numerically investigated fracture
formation from a pre-existing fracture, using the RFPA code. The simulated failure mode and uniaxial
compression strength of Wang et al. [97] are in agreement with the experimental results earlier reported
by Yang et al. [99].
We have added to these recent experimental and numerical investigations and simulated the effect
of multiple parameters on fracture propagation from a single pre-existing flaw including flaw angle,
depth and length. Significantly, we ran parameter suites for varying flaw geometry while leaving the
parameters relating to the damage evolution and rock heterogeneity unchanged in order to simulate the
experiments more realistically and isolate the effect of changing flaw geometry alone. In particular,
we compared our results with the experiments by Lu et al. [15] for sandstone but also considered
work from other authors for similar experimental set-ups [101, 126, 149, 151, 152]. We applied the
elastic damage model based on the unified strength theory and RFPA code but in contrast to the RFPA
code, we used the Finite Element Method (FEM) with tetrahedron elements on unstructured meshes.
This was our method of choice as it provides higher geometrical flexibility and allowed for a better
representation of the disk-shaped flaw and consequently for an easy variation of flaw geometry such as
flaw depth, angle and length through locally adapted meshes. For the implementation of the damage
model we used the python-based FEM software esys–escript [157,158] where for fine meshes we have
deployed its parallelized version [159].
In recent works, other researchers have included plasticity and anisotropy in their models of
rock failure. Anisotropic damage models for transverse isotropic and orthotropic materials have
been proposed by Olsen-Kettle [57–59]. A thermoplastic constitutive model [160] for transverse
isotropic rocks assumed that the rocks remained transverse isotropic in both their elastic and plastic
responses to predict strength and strain localization properties. An anisotropic thermoelastoplastic
framework for modelling coupled thermomechanical behaviour in transversely isotropic materials
and for predicting the onset of strain localization in the form of a deformation band was studied by
Semnani et al. [161]. A micro-mechanics approach by Shen and Shao [162] explicitly described the
effects of spatial variations of porosity on macroscopic elastic-plastic behaviours of porous rocks like
sandstone. Damage evolution, porosity and inelastic volume change have been examined in a unified
hyper-elastoplasticity and continuum damage framework by Bennett and Borja [163]. Numerically
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simulated true triaxial compression tests have been conducted to elucidate the failure mechanism of
sandstone using the 3-D discrete element method [164].
Heterogeneity of natural rock has been identified as a key factor affecting mechanical behaviour
during the failure process [67, 82]. Additionally, local heterogeneity of the rock matrix and stress
fluctuations due to the variability of material properties cause branching, twisting and turning of frac-
tures [83–85]. Various studies [105,165] have been conducted on the interaction between heterogeneity
and hydraulic fracturing. The effect of heterogeneity on mechanical and acoustic emission characteris-
tics of rock specimen was also studied under uniaxial compression using numerical simulations [68].
Several authors [8,69–71] have studied the effect of rock heterogeneities on the hydromechanics in the
failure process of fractured rocks. The Weibull distribution is commonly used to model heterogeneity
in rocks [2, 26, 72, 97, 152]. In the numerical model of this paper, we adopted this approach and first
initialized material properties through sampling a Weibull distribution over a cubic grid. After this step,
the grid values were interpolated to the computational FEM mesh. This method is different from other
approaches previously used. For instance, in the RFPA code sampling for the Weibull distribution for
rock heterogeneity is applied directly to the finite element mesh elements. Our method introduced an
additional length scale related to the rock heterogeneity given as the cell size in the sampling grid and
is independent of the FEM element mesh and size.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes the isotropic, scalar damage model.
The effect of different boundary conditions on the simulation results is discussed in Section 3.3. We
validated the damage model against experimental results for the compressive strength of high strength
concrete in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we present the numerical results for the damage evolution
and fracture propagation for a three-dimensional sandstone specimen with a pre-existing flaw under
uniaxial compression. We investigated the effect of flaw length, depth and orientation angle on fracture
propagation and damage evolution. When we compared the stress-strain curves we demonstrated a
good agreement between the numerical and experimental results. Finally, in Section 3.6 we give a
summary and draw some conclusions.
3.2 Methodology
We considered a three-dimensional specimen of a rock which is incrementally loaded until failure,
see Figure 3.1. In each loading step the new displacement vector (ui) is calculated and the resulting
damage to the rock based on the new strain tensor (εi j) is determined. Material properties are updated
according to the damage before the next loading step is applied. This iterative process has been
implemented using esys–escript for solving partial differential equations in python using the finite
element method (FEM) [157]. In this section we describe this procedure in more details.
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Figure 3.1: The rock specimen (a) rectangular specimen with pre-existing flaw (b) flaw dimension, (c)
example mesh, (d) a tetrahedral mesh element.
3.2.1 Governing Equations
The stress tensor (σi j) needs to fulfill the quasi-static equilibrium equation which is given in Einstein
notation as
−σi j, j = 0. (3.1)
For the isotropic, linear elastic case the components of stress tensor σi j are given by Hooke’s law as
σi j = Ci jklεkl,
where Ci jkl =
Eν
(1+ν)(1−2ν)δi jδkl +
E
2(1+ν)
(δikδ jl +δ jkδil). (3.2)
In the above equation (3.2), Ci jkl is the stiffness tensor for an isotropic specimen, δi j is Kronecker
delta symbol, ν is Poisson’s ratio and E is Young’s modulus. We used a scalar isotropic damage
model where Young’s modulus (E) is reduced with damage according to E = (1−D)E0 where D is the
scalar damage variable and E0 is the initial Young’s modulus. The strain tensor is given in geometrical
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Figure 3.2: The Weibull probability density function with scale parameter u0 = 13.5 GPa for various
values of the shape parameter m.
linearized form as
εkl =
1
2
(uk,l +ul,k), (3.3)
where uk,l is the partial derivative of the displacement vector element, uk, with respect to xl . In this
paper we assumed that the specimen has a block shape of height lzh along the direction x3 of uniaxial
compression. We applied the following clamp displacement boundary conditions to implement uniaxial
compression along the x3 axis:
u1 = u2 = u3 = 0 at x3 = 0
u1 = u2 = 0 and u3 =−uBC at x3 = lzh,
(3.4)
where uBC is the displacement enforced at the top of the specimen for uniaxial compression and was
increased with time. No external loading was applied which means that the normal stress is set to zero
at all boundaries except at the top and the bottom face of the sample:
σi jn j = 0, (3.5)
where (ni) is outer normal field. This boundary condition can easily be modified to include a confining
pressure. We solved the quasi-static equilibrium equation (3.1) for the displacement vector~u = (uk)
using the finite element method (FEM) [133].
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Figure 3.3: Initial distribution of Young’s modulus E0 for different shape parameters (a) m = 1.5, (b)
m = 3.0 and (c) m = 10.0 (u0 = 13.5GPa).
3.2.2 Rock Heterogeneity
A realistic rock heterogeneity in the sandstone specimen was modelled by sampling from a Weibull
distribution. The Weibull distribution is a continuous probability distribution and commonly used to
model rock heterogeneity [69]. It is defined as:
f (uw) =
m
u0
(
uw
u0
)m−1
· exp
[
−
(
uw
u0
)m]
, (3.6)
where uw is a given material parameter to be modelled (here the initial Young’s modulus E0) and m is
the shape parameter which defines the degree of material homogeneity and is thus referred to as the
homogeneity index. u0 is the scale parameter of the distribution function which is related to the average
value of the mechanical parameter of the model. The uniaxial compression strength and Poisson’s
ratio are not sampled from a Weibull distribution in this study. The elastic modulus distribution in
three specimens with shape parameters m = 1.5, m = 3.0 and m = 10.0 are shown in Figure 3.3. In
this figure, the scale parameter for all of the elements is u0 = 13.5 GPa. The shape parameter (m)
can be seen as the realization of the grain size distribution and/or microscale fracture distribution.
However, the micromechanical impact of the grain size distribution is expected to be quite complex
since it involves the interplay of a multiplicity of cracks spanning a broad range of sizes. A value
of m can be obtained empirically from rock specimens. High values for m correspond to an almost
homogeneous structure with a uniform Young’s modulus, whereas a heterogeneous structure with a
broad distribution of local Young’s modulus is associated with a relatively low m value [136]. Young’s
modulus is spatially distributed according to the Weibull parameter m of the shear and tensile failure
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stresses. In response to an externally applied stress, elastically heterogeneous material develops a
spatially heterogeneous stress field and whenever the stress field in an element satisfies the failure
criterion, Young’s modulus begins to decrease in magnitude.
Typically the Weibull distribution is sampled over each element of the FEM mesh. That means
the length scale of the heterogeneity is the element size and becomes dependent on the mesh size.
Alternatively, we implemented the rock heterogeneity using an interpolation table with 2mm3 cubic
grid size for sampling the Weibull distribution. This means the length scale of the rock heterogeneity
is independent of mesh element size for the simulations. Figure 3.2 depicts the probability density
function of a Weibull distribution for different shape parameters with our Weibull random data
interpolation table.
3.2.3 Damage Evolution
We implemented a scalar isotropic damage model based on continuum damage mechanics as the
assumption of isotropic damage is often sufficient for isotropic rocks [2, 97]. Implementation of these
models is less complex than anisotropic damage models because the damage variable is a scalar instead
of a tensor. In scalar isotropic damage models, elastic Young’s modulus reduces as damage of the rock
progresses. The elastic modulus of the damaged material is defined as:
E = E0(1−D), (3.7)
where E0 is the initial elastic modulus of the undamaged material, E becomes the elastic modulus of
the damaged material and D is the damage variable to be updated during loading. The value for D
depends on its location in the domain and ranges from 0 for the undamaged material to 1 to represent
full failure [135]. Poisson’s ratio was assumed to remain constant as damage increases [134].
Damage occurs when the failure criterion for shear or tensile failure is met. We used the failure
criteria of the unified strength theory which can be expressed in terms of three principal stresses
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 (in our convention compressive stresses are negative) as follows [4]:
F = σ1− α1+b(bσ2 +σ3) = σt when σ2 ≤
σ1 +ασ3
1+α
for tensile failure
F∗ = 11+b(σ1 +bσ2)−σ3 = σc when σ2 ≥
σ1 +ασ3
1+α
for shear failure,
(3.8)
where b is the intermediate stress parameter which represents the influence of the intermediate principal
shear stress on the material strength, and α is the strength ratio of tensile and compressive strength,
α = σt/σc. These criteria for the principal stresses mean that the unified strength theory can model the
unilateral effect in rocks. We outline in the next equations how the unified strength theory in equation
(3.8) was implemented in the numerical model: Tensile failure is triggered if,
σ2 ≤ σ1+ασ31+α and
ε1 ≥ 1E0
(
σt + α1+b(bσ2 +σ3)−ν(σ2 +σ3)
)
and ε1 ≥ 0,
(3.9)
and shear failure is triggered if,
σ2 ≥ σ1+ασ31+α and
ε3 ≤ 1E0
(
−σc + 1α(1+b)(σ1 +bσ2)−ν(σ1 +σ2)
)
and ε3 ≤ 0.
(3.10)
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Figure 3.4: Damage versus strain for the tensile damage case (εt0 = 0.84×10−3, εtu = 1.68×10−3
and λ = 0.7).
For the case of tensile failure in equation (3.9), the evolution of the damage variable D was defined
by:
D =

0 if ε1 < εt0,
1− λεt0ε1 if εt0 ≤ ε1 ≤ εtu,
1 if ε1 ≥ εtu,
(3.11)
where ε1(> 0) is the maximum positive principal strain, εt0 is threshold tensile strain, εtu is ultimate
tensile strain and λ is residual strength coefficient. Figure 3.4 shows the dependence of D from ε1.
Notice that the first jump at ε1 = εt0 is 1−λ while the second jump at ε1 = εtu is equal to
λεt0
εtu . For the
case of shear failure in equation (3.10), damage variable D was defined by:
D =

0 if ε3 > εc0,
1− λεc0ε3 if εcu ≤ ε3 ≤ εc0,
1 if ε3 ≤ εcu,
(3.12)
where ε3(< 0) is the minimum principal strain, εco is the threshold shear strain at the point of shear
failure and εcu is ultimate shear strain. The damage–strain curve is similar to the one shown in
Figure 3.4.
As the simulated time was short it was reasonable to assume that damage is irreversible. Hence in
the implemented model values of D increase or remain constant between time steps. When D = 1 we
consider that a crack has initiated at the mesoscale for this element and that the element has failed.
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Table 3.1: Material properties for the pre-existing single flaw sandstone specimen.
Parameters Values
Height of the specimen (lzh) 120 mm
Scale parameter Young’s modulus outside the flaw (E0) 13.5 GPa
Young’s modulus inside the flaw 1.0×10−5 Pa
Poisson’s ratio (ν) 0.26
Homogeneity index (m) 1.50
Scale parameter (u0) 13.5 GPa
Sampling grid size 2mm3
Tensile strength (σt) 20 MPa
Compressive strength (σc) 250 MPa
Ultimate tensile strain (εtu) σt/(1.4E0)
Threshold tensile strain (εt0) 0.5εtu
Ultimate shear strain (εcu) −σc/(1.4E0)
Threshold shear strain (εco) 0.5εcu
Residual strength coefficient (λ ) 0.7
When D = 1 the damaged Young’s modulus is equal to zero according to equation (3.7), however, this
causes numerical issues and instead of a small number, i.e. E = 10−5 Pa, was specified for the limit
for the damaged elastic modulus [97].
3.2.4 Simulation Set-up
We simulated a block-shaped sandstone specimen with a pre-existing flaw undergoing uniaxial compres-
sion with dimensions of 20×70×120mm3 to replicate the experimental investigations of Lu et al. [15],
see Figure 3.1 (a). In the center of the front x2x3 planar surface of the specimen there was a single
pre-existing flaw, see Figure 3.1 (b). This flaw is assumed to be open and is modelled by using a weak
Young’s modulus of E = 10−5 Pa inside the flaw elements in contrast to the bulk Young’s modulus of
13.5 GPa in the rock. The potential contact and resulting friction forces between the two surfaces of
the flaw are not included in this model.
The domain of the specimen was meshed with tetrahedral elements (see Figure 3.1 (d)) using the
3-D finite element mesh generator Gmsh [166]. Figure 3.1 (c) shows an example mesh using 337798
elements. A displacement increment of −0.002 mm per time step was applied at the top face of the
specimen at x3 = lzh until total failure. The mechanical parameters chosen for the simulation are listed
in Table 3.1.
We observed some mesh sensitivity with our simulations as has been commonly observed in other
damage models including the micromechanical model with RFPA code [2]. In the literature, several
methods have been developed to regularize localization of damage to eliminate mesh dependency.
A promising approach is the introduction of nonlocality in the constitutive model where the state of
stress at a point does not only depend on the state of stress and history parameters at that point but
also depends on the state in a finite neighbourhood around that point. These non-local damage models
introduce a mesh independent local length scale as an additional physical model parameter to eliminate
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Figure 3.5: Surface cracking patterns from a single pre-existing surface flaw: (a) for clamp boundary
condition (b) experimental result redrawn from [15] (c) for wall boundary condition.
mesh dependency [5]. However, in order to model physically justifiable length scales for the fracture
widths observed in the experiment, numerical resolution in 3-D requires extremely fine meshes and
the use of supercomputers. This limits the applicability of these non-local models in particular for
modelling damage in rocks to 2-D or to 3-D models with a large, in most cases physically unrealistic
length scale. As the presented model is not resolving fracturing explicitly but is representing damage
as an averaged quantity over an element, it is less prone to numerical errors and allows the results to
be interpreted as the physical length scale defined by the mesh.
3.3 Effect of Different Boundary Conditions
We compared the simulation results for clamp boundary conditions defined in equation (3.4) to
the following wall displacement boundary conditions. Both boundary conditions simulate uniaxial
compression along the x3 axis. The following boundary conditions define the wall boundary conditions:
u1 = 0 at x1 = 0
u2 = 0 at x2 = 0
u3 = 0 at x3 = 0
u3 =−uBC at x3 = lzh,
(3.13)
where lzh and uBC are defined in equation (3.4). Again on all other faces and for all other component
no loading is applied. In contrast to the clamp conditions where all displacement directions are
constrained at the top and bottom bearing the wall condition allows for a frictionless slip tangential to
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the bearings and hence reduces strain and the development of damage near the bearing.
Figure 3.5 shows the surface cracking patterns from a single pre-existing surface flaw for clamp
(left (a)) and wall (right (c)) boundary conditions. The central picture Figure 3.5 (b) shows a sketch of
the experimental results of Lu et al. [15]. There is an anti-wing crack which marked as (ii) and there
are also far-field cracks in (iii) and (iv). A damage zone has formed in the bottom left corner (i). The
clamp boundary condition is shown in Figure 3.5 (a) reproduced the anti-wing crack near the corner of
the pre-existing flaw as well as the far-field cracks but the damaged zone (i) was less extensive than
in the experiment. For the wall boundary conditions in Figure 3.5 (c), the final damage distribution
only reproduced the far-field cracks (iv) found in the experiments. The wall boundary conditions also
showed an additional damage zone near the top left corner of the specimen due to these boundary
conditions. In comparison, the clamp boundary condition is shown in Figure 3.5 (a) gave results closer
to the experimental observations in Figure 3.5 (b). For this reason for the remaining simulations in this
paper, we only implemented the clamp boundary conditions.
3.4 Model Validation
We first validated the implementation against uniaxial compression tests of Viso et al. [17] for high
strength concrete specimens. We considered a cubic concrete specimen with dimensions (100mm3)
and compared with their specimen labelled C1. By considering clamp boundary conditions we
varied the damage evolution parameters (listed in Table 3.1 for the sandstone sample) to match the
unconfined compression strength as observed by Viso et al. [17]. We used the same average Young’s
modulus (E0 = 25.1), Poison ratio (ν = 0.2) and Shape parameter (m = 2.5). Figure 3.6 shows
that under uniaxial compression the lateral sides of the specimen are spalled and there is a dense
columnar cracking in the bulk of the specimen which is in excellent agreement with the experiments
of Viso et al. [17] (see Fig. 6). Figure 3.6 shows that under uniaxial compression the lateral sides of
the specimen are spalled (in Figure 3.6 (a)) and there is a dense columnar cracking in the bulk of the
specimen in Figure 3.6 (b) which is in excellent agreement with the experiments of Viso et al. [17]
shown in Figure 3.6 (c). As shown in Figure 3.6 (d), the authors report an unconfined compressive
strength (UCS) of 95.2 MPa which is matched by the predicted USC of 96.3 MPa from the numerical
model. In contrast from the experiment, I have considered different modulus of elasticity which
represents more brittle response in stress-strain curve in my numerical result than the experimental
result (see in Figure 3.6 (d)). However, this numerical model can also predict the quasi-brittle damage
of rock which is discussed in Section- 4.3 of Chapter- 4. The unconfined tensile strength was about 10
times lower than the unconfined compressive strength which is in the same range of 8−20 times lower
as reported in experiments [167]. Hence the damage code was able to reproduce the unilateral effect
observed in concrete where the tensile strength is approximately 10% of the compressive strength.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Damage for the cubic concrete specimen in uniaxial compression, (b) Fracture pattern
of numerical model, (c) Fracture pattern of experimental result redrawn from Viso et al. [17] and (d)
stress-strain curve for numerical (green) and experimental (read) (Viso et al. [17]) results.
3.5 Results and Discussions
In this section, we analyze the effect of flaw geometry (flaw length, depth and angle) on damage
evolution and fracture propagation. We compare our simulated results for fracture propagation paths
and unconfined compressive strength with the experimental results reported by Lu et al. [15]. Surface
images in their experiments recorded the evolution of two types of primary cracks commonly referred
to as wing cracks and anti-wing cracks [96]. These types of cracks are identified based on their
geometries and propagation mechanisms. Wing cracks (see Figure 3.7 (a)) initiate from the tips of
the pre-existing surface flaws and propagate along a curvilinear path towards the loading direction of
the specimen. Conversely, anti-wing cracks (see Figure 3.7 (b)) propagate in the opposite direction to
wing cracks. In addition, cracks which initiate near the edges of the specimens can be observed and
are known as far-field cracks (see Figure 3.7 (c)) [15]. Wing cracks and anti-wing cracks are called
primary cracks whereas far-field cracks are called secondary cracks. Far-field cracks develop and tend
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Figure 3.7: Surface cracking patterns from a single pre-existing surface flaw: (a) wing cracks, (b)
anti-wing cracks and (c) far-field cracks (redrawn from [15]).
to coalesce with the primary cracks to form the ultimate failure of the specimens.
In numerical simulations, we considered a flaw width of 1 mm which is slightly larger than the
widths reported in the reference experiments (0.5−0.8 mm). This is because the meshing requirements
for a flaw width of 0.5−0.8 mm were very computationally expensive. We used a flaw width of 1 mm
to reduce the computing time as we ran multiple simulations for each individual flaw geometry under
consideration (depth ranging from 4−19.9 mm, length ranging from 20−50 mm and angle ranging
from 15−75o). For each of these individual flaw geometries, we simulated different heterogeneity
parameters using the Weibull distribution, as well as the different parameters for the damage evolution.
We varied the seed, shape and the scale parameter in the Weibull distribution (m = 1.5−15) as well as
parameters relating to the damage model. Table 3.1 lists the selected values which gave the best overall
results in comparison with all experimental configurations investigated. This same parameter set (with
the same shape and scale parameter, as well as same parameters relating to the damage evolution)
was used for the simulations for all flaw geometries presented in the following Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.4.
The only differences in the simulations are the input finite element mesh used to represent different
flaw geometries, and the input seed to generate the random Weibull distribution for the sandstone
heterogeneity. Different seeds for the random Weibull distribution allowed us to realistically simulate
variation in different rock specimens used in the experiment while keeping the bulk mechanical and
material properties the same.
Because we use a slightly larger flaw width than in the experimental results we found that we could
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(a) Angle-15 0 (b) Angle-450 (c) Angle-600 (d) Angle-750
Figure 3.8: The fracture propagation for different flaw angles. Top row shows initial fracturing and the
bottom row is the final damage distribution.
only match the unconfined compressive strength for the specimen with a flaw and that the result for
the intact specimen with the same Weibull distribution was consistently higher for all the parameters
we considered.
3.5.1 Effect of the Flaw Angle
Figure 3.8 presents the typical crack propagation patterns on the surface of the specimens with different
flaw angles of 15o,45o,60o and 75o, for constant flaw length and depth. We considered a constant flaw
length of 30 mm and flaw depth of 8 mm. Simulations showed that both wing and anti-wing cracks
occurred readily in Figure 3.8 for the flaw angle of 15o as in the experimental results of Lu et al. [15]
(see Fig. 7). However, as the flaw angle increases, we found that the wing crack initiated more readily
in the simulations in Figure 3.8. Both simulations and experimental results showed that as the flaw
angle increased, fracture propagated through a rupture plane inclined at an angle close to the flaw
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(a) Length 20 mm (b) Length 30 mm (c) Length 40 mm (d) Length 50 mm
Figure 3.9: The fracture propagation for different flaw lengths (flaw depth 8 mm, flaw angle 45o). Top
row shows initial fracturing and the bottom row is the final damage distribution.
angle. As loading is further increased, wing cracks and anti-wing cracks coalesced with far-field cracks.
Overall the crack propagation pattern at the end of rupture was in good agreement with experimental
results of Lin et al. [149] (see Fig. 4), Yang [126] (see Fig. 2.12) and Lu et al. [15] (see Fig. 7),
especially for flaw angles of 15o and 75o.
3.5.2 Effect of the Flaw Length
Figure 3.9 illustrates the typical surface cracking patterns in the specimens with various flaw lengths
of 20, 30, 40 and 50 mm where flaw depth and flaw angle were fixed at 8 mm and 45o respectively.
Wing cracks were observed first on the surface of the specimen for all flaw lengths. Both wing cracks
and anti-wing cracks appeared first and under increasing compression, coalesced with far-field cracks.
For larger flaw lengths it was easier for the wing cracks to extend and coalesce with far-field cracks,
agreeing with experimental results of Lu et al. [15] in Figure 3.9. Overall crack propagation pattern
at the end of rupture was in accordance with results of Lu et al. [15] (see Fig. 6), especially for flaw
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(a) Depth 4 mm (b) Depth 8 mm (c) Depth 12 mm (d) Depth 19.9 mm
Figure 3.10: The fracture propagation for different flaw depths (flaw length 30 mm, flaw angle 45o).
Top row shows initial fracturing and the bottom row is the final damage distribution.
lengths of 20 and 30 mm.
3.5.3 Effect of Flaw Depth
The evolution of surface crack propagation patterns in specimens with various flaw depths 4, 8, 12 and
19.9 mm for a fixed flaw length of 30 mm and flaw angle of 45o are shown in Figure 3.10. Wing cracks
initiated later in specimens with a shallow pre-existing flaw (depth ≤ 8 mm), whereas wing cracks
appeared very early in the specimens with a deep pre-existing flaw (depth > 8 mm). After vertical
strain had increased further, anti wing cracks were initiated for specimens with a shallow pre-existing
flaw. For specimen with deep pre-existing flaw wing cracks coalesced with far-field cracks at failure.
These crack propagation patterns were observed in Lu et al. [15]. However for flaw depths of 4 and
20 mm the experiments observed either anti-wing or wing cracks respectively. In the simulations,
the anti-wing and wing cracks coalesced with far-field cracks and propagated through the specimen.
The experiments considered the deepest flaw depth of 20 mm which is equal to the thickness of the
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      (a)       (b)       (c)
Figure 3.11: 3-D damage distribution for different flaw geometry with (a) angle 15o, depth 8 mm,
length 30 mm (b) depth 4 mm, angle 45o, length 30 mm and (c) length 20 mm, angle 45o, depth 8
mm. Damage over the threshold damage value of D≥ 0.6 after the final time step of the simulation is
shown.
specimen. For numerical simulation, we considered the deepest flaw depth of 19.9 mm to simplify the
finite element mesh. Overall, the crack propagation pattern at the end of rupture was in reasonably
good agreement with experimental results of Lu et al. [15] (see Fig. 8), especially for flaw depths of
8–19.9 mm.
3.5.4 Internal Damage
Figure 3.11 visualizes the internal 3-D fracture and damage propagation for three different cases, (a)
flaw angle 15o, (b) flaw depth 4 mm and (c) flaw length 20 mm (as a variation form the basic model
with flaw angle 45o, flaw depth 8 mm and flaw length 30 mm). Regions with a damage above a certain
threshold value (D≥ 0.6) are visible only in order to highlight the fracture propagation and damage
evolution in the interior of the specimen. The three cross sectional view of the specimen for the three
cases considered in Figure 3.11 are also shown in Figure 3.12 which plots the damage on the front,
middle and back x2x3 planes. Each row of figures represents different x1-depths.
For flaw angle 150 in Figure 3.12 (a) wing cracks and anti-wing cracks which coalesced with
far-field cracks initiated near the tips of the flaw in the front plane and then propagated to the back of
the sample where they created a fractured zone behind the flaw while far-field cracks directly extend
the back of the sample. In Figure 3.12 (b) for a shallower flaw with depth 4 mm two anti-wing cracks
initiated in the front plane which then connected at the back plane behind the flaw. Also, a wing crack
appeared in the front plane only and then disappeared towards the back plane. Two anti-wing cracks
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(c) Flaw Length-20 mm       (a) Flaw Angle-15   (b) Flaw Depth-4 mm
0
Figure 3.12: Interior damage on various x2x3 planes for different flaw geometry with (a) angle 15o,
depth 8 mm, length 30 mm (b) depth 4 mm, angle 45o, length 30 mm and (c) length 20 mm, angle 45o,
depth 8 mm. Images in each row show damage at front plane x1 = 20 mm (top), centre plane x1 = 10
mm (middle) and back plane x1 = 0 mm (bottom).
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Figure 3.13: Variation of flaw angle: (a) The stress-strain curves of the numerical model (b) Compar-
ison of the peak stress of the numerical results (black and azure lines) with experimental result by
Lu et al. [15] (red line) for different flaw angles. Flaw depth is 8 mm and flaw length is 30 mm.
generated for flow length 20 mm shown in Figure 3.12 (c). The cracks connected towards the back of
the sample behind the flaw creating a diagonal crack at the back of the specimen. A small wing crack
formed at the front surface at the lower tip of the flaw and then widened as it propagated to the back of
the specimen. Although there were small changes in the damage pattern for instance crack widening
and joining of cracks as moving from the front to the back the main pattern at the front could also
be identified at the back of the specimen. To our knowledge, there are no experimental observations
available to compare our findings against.
3.5.5 Analysis of Stress-Strain Curves
The stress-strain curves in Figure 3.13–3.15 show an abrupt change of slope just before reaching peak
strength, which is coincident with the rapid propagation of cracks at the tips of the pre-existing flaw.
Sandstone is a brittle rock and under uniaxial compression typically axial splitting failure occurs in
intact specimens without flaws which means that the axial stress drops abruptly after peak stress. This
can also be observed also in simulated stress-strain curves for a specimen with a flaw as well as in the
experimental results of Lu et al. [15] and Yang [126] for a specimen with a single flaw.
For the stress-strain curves in Figure 3.14 (a) and 3.15 (a) the trend in the peak uniaxial compressive
strength for the numerical results were similar to the trends observed in experiments [15] (see Fig. 2 and
Fig. 4) whereas expected the uniaxial compressive strength decreased with increasing flaw length and
increasing flaw depth, see also Figure 3.14 (b) and 3.15 (b). The experimental results of Lu et al. [15]
showed the biggest variation in softening prior to failure for varying flaw depths. The numerical
simulations also showed similar softening behaviour in Figure 3.15 (a). However, for varying flaw
angles as shown in Figure 3.13 (a) the uniaxial compressive strength decreased with a decrease of flaw
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Figure 3.14: Variation of flaw length: (a) The stress-strain curves of the numerical model (b) Com-
parison of the peak stress of the numerical results (black and azure lines) with experimental result by
Lu et al. [15] (red line) for different flaw lengths. Flaw angle is 45o and flaw depth is 8 mm.
Figure 3.15: Variation of flaw depth: (a) The stress-strain curves of the numerical model (b) Compar-
ison of the peak stress of the numerical results (black and green lines) with experimental result by
Lu et al. [15] (red line) for different flaw depths. Flaw angle is 45o and flaw length is 30 mm.
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angle from 75o to 45o but it increased at the angle 15o, with a value which is greater than the peak
stress for 60o but less than the peak stress of 75o. The numerical results for the different flaw angles
do not exactly follow the trend reported in Yang [126] (see Fig. 2.5) and Lu et al. [15] (see Fig. 3),
see Figure 3.13 (b). There is also some variation in the reported trend of the unconfined compressive
strength with varying flaw angle from experiments. The peak uniaxial compressive strength decreased
in the following order for the flaw angles: 75o, 60o, 15o, 45o for the simulations. Lu et al. [15] however
showed a decrease in the peak uniaxial compressive strength with decreasing flaw angle but considered
only three samples (see Fig. 2 (b), Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 4 (b) in that paper), which does not allow for a
statistically significant conclusion. The results of Figure 3.13 (b) were more similar to the results of
Yang [126]. Crack growth mechanism and failure behaviour of a specimen containing a single flaw
with different angles was also studied by Lin et al. [149] (see Fig. 5) where they showed that a flaw
angle 15o required more stress than flaw angles of 45o and 60o for crack extension. Our numerical
results qualitatively agreed with these experimental results for the flaw angle 15o. From Figure 3.14
(a) and (b) it is clear that peak stress for flaw angle 300,450 and 600 were very close to each other
which was also evident in the numerical simulations by Liang et al. [152] (see Fig. 14). The trend in
unconfined compressive strength with different flaw angles in Figure 12 (b) was also similar to the
trend shown in Liang et al. [152] (see Fig. 14).
Because we did not model the nonlinear hardening due to microcrack and pore closure at the
beginning of the experiment we did not predict the same peak strain (corresponding to the peak
unconfined compressive strength) as the experiment. This may also be partly why the peak unconfined
compressive strength for the numerical simulations was generally lower than the experimental results.
Another contributing factor could be the fact that we used a slightly larger flaw width (1 mm in the
simulations compared to 0.5−0.8 mm in the experiments).
3.6 Conclusions
In this study we simulated experimental compression tests of sandstone specimens with a single
flaw in different geometrical configurations as investigated in the experiments of Lu et al. [15] using
unstructured FEM meshes. The simulations reproduced the three types of cracks: wing cracks, anti-
wing cracks and far-field cracks observed in the experiments. We have been verified the experimental
results that the appearance of the different cracks were closely related to the geometry of the pre-
existing surface flaw. Anti-wing cracks were generated more easily for smaller flaw angles, smaller
flaw lengths or shallower flaw depths. For the larger flaw lengths, angles and depths the ultimate
failure of the specimen proceeded along rupture planes aligned to the flaw angle, whereas the failure
near the flaw for smaller flaw lengths, angles and depths are closer to the axial splitting mode.
The presented simulations also reproduced the stress-strain response curves for various flaw
geometries from a single parameter-set calibration. The only variation between the parameter sets for
different simulations was in flaw geometry with varying flaw angle, flaw length and flaw depth, and
the seed for the random Weibull distribution to represent rock heterogeneity. However, the same scale
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and shape parameter was used for the Weibull distribution. The values for rock parameters relating
to the damage evolution were not altered over the simulations. In general, our results showed close
qualitative agreement with the experimental results where differences to experimental results can be
attributed to statistical variations in specimens as well as to random sampling in simulation set-ups. In
future, work we will quantify the sensitivity of the stress-strain response from geometrical and rock
parameters and quantify the statistical variation through uncertainty quantification.

Chapter 4
A Comparison of Damage Evolution Laws
Four damage evolution laws based on a scalar equivalent strain are analyzed to identify which one
produces damage patterns similar to experimental studies for quasi-brittle materials in 3-D geometries.
Previous work includes investigation of 2-D damage evolution laws [125, 168] and individual 3-D
cases [152]. There are no comparative studies for the 3-D case. For testing we consider 3-D rectangular
specimens with a single pre-existing flaw. These damage evolution laws all adopt failure criteria
related to the notion of an equivalent strain, which is defined as a scalar positive equivalent measure of
the tensorial strain state. We show that the modified power law reproduces damage patterns similar to
published experimental studies [15] for sandstone specimens with pre-existing flaws across various
geometrical configurations. In our simulations with different damage evolution laws, we consider
unstructured meshes and a Weibull random sampling distribution for the Young’s modulus using a
specified sampling grid resolution. A statistical sensitivity analysis is performed in this Chapter by
varying the random realization for the Young’s modulus and the associated sampling grid resolution of
the Weibull random distribution for the Young’s modulus. Various random sampled distributions for
the Young’s modulus are trialled to find a damage plot similar to experimental results [15] for a single
pre-existing flaw specimen under uniaxial compression. We implemented different models of damage
evolution which use different failure conditions. In contrast to the unified strength failure criterion used
in Chapter- 3 we apply an equivalent strain derived from a modified von-Mises criteria to calculate the
local damage. In summary, we consider unstructured meshes, different random Weibull distributions
and grid size sampling resolutions for the Young’s modulus, and different damage evolution laws in
this Chapter. This is the first approach to benchmark the numerical model for a 3-D rock specimen
with pre-existing single flaw under uniaxial compression and different damage evolution laws.
4.1 Introduction
Chapter- 3 described the damage evolution for a pre-existing surface flaw of sandstone specimens. We
implemented a brittle material damage model using the damage evolution law suggested by Tang [1,
169] and Yu et al. [4]. There were many similarities between the stress-strain curves (Figure 3.13-3.15)
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from our computational results and the experimental results by Lu et al. [15]. However, some results
were quite dissimilar. For example, there is a vertical anti-wing crack for flaw angles 150 and 600
in Figure 3.8 which are not present in the samples of the experimental study by Lu et al. [15] (see
Fig. 7). In general, the micromechanical model gives similar results to experimental results for small
flaw length but tends to give less realistic results for large flaw lengths. Figure 3.10 (d) has a big
anti-wing crack for flaw depth 19.9 mm using the micromechanical model which is not present in the
experimental results [15]. There is a big anti-wing crack for flaw depth 12 mm in the experiment [15]
(see Fig. 8) but we did not notice any anti-wing cracks, see (Chapter- 3 (Figure 3.10 (c)). Although
some of these dissimilarities may arise from natural variation in the rock samples, we wanted to probe
these dissimilarities further, and attempt to answer the following questions:
(a) Is there an alternative damage evolution law that models the damage of brittle and quasi-brittle
material more realistically?
(b) Is there a better way to determine the equivalent strain?
(c) What is the effect on the resulting damage patterns from varying the parameters and the sampling
grid resolution for the Weibull random sampling defining the Young’s modulus?
In the numerical simulations, we employ different damage evolution laws to model different
degrees of brittleness. Brittle and quasi-brittle material properties are controlled by parametric values
in damage evolution laws. Brittleness is the tendency of a material to break under load rather than bend
with little or no plastic deformation. In other words, a material is said to be brittle if it breaks without
significant deformation (strain). Brittle materials absorb relatively little energy prior to fracture and
breaking is often accompanied by a snapping sound [42]. If a load is applied to a material then the
material must deform to bear the load. Under low loads, materials return to their old shape after the
load is lifted as material deformation is elastic. At high loads, plastic deformation occurs and this is
permanent. Brittle materials, like ceramics, exhibit very little deflection (strain) up to their rupture
limit. Cast iron, some concretes, sandstone and some glass products are examples of brittle materials.
Quasi-brittle materials are those in which failure is caused by fracture rather than plastic yield
and the fracture front is surrounded by a large fracture-process zone. Quasi-brittle materials show
measurable deformation prior to failure. Examples of materials which exhibit quasi-brittle fracture
are some concretes, some rocks, ceramics and some fibre reinforced composites [44]. Fracture of
quasi-brittle materials under compressive loading is studied by van Mier et al [45]. A review of
continuum damage-based approaches for fracture analysis in quasi-brittle materials is described by
de Borst [46]. Elastic-brittle models [48, 49] can model brittle and quasi-brittle materials whereas
elasto-plastic models [50, 51] are used to model ductile materials.
Geers [125] used four different damage evolution laws for 1-D and 2-D cases to describe different
degrees of brittleness in different materials; exponential law, linear softening law, power law and
modified power law. Those laws reflect brittle and quasi-brittle materials controlled by a few smoothing
parameters. Previous investigations are limited to 1-D and 2-D. They found that a proper choice of
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smoothing parameter in the evolution law permits reproduction of a hardening branch before the
softening path is reached. Softening in real materials is usually a nonlinear effect and represents the
smooth transaction and slow damage propagation from the initial damage stage to full damage stage
of the material. Damage laws have also been studied in other fields [124, 170]. The exponential law
is sometimes used in softening material modelling of concrete [171]. This law is not suitable for
sandstone as the damage curve is asymptotic and never reaches full damage. The linear softening
law [125] is not asymptotic and reaches full damage but the transition from linear softening to full
damage is very sharp. This sharp transition may create a singularity in the stiffness matrix calculations
in the numerical simulations. The power damage law [168] has an additional exponent α governing
the brittleness of the stress-strain response. An extension of this damage evolution law first proposed
by Geers [125] is the modified power law used to describe fracture of short glass-fibre reinforced
polymers. The additional parameter β influences the initial rate of damage growth and α determines
the final softening stage, close to complete failure. The modified power law is also used in other
studies [124,168,171] for damage analysis. These damage evolution laws were first used by Geers [125]
to describe fracture of short glass-fibre reinforced polymers for 1-D and 2-D. We extend the application
of these four damage evolution laws to analyze the effect of the degree of brittleness for the fully 3-D
case with a rectangular specimen containing a pre-existing flaw specimens.
In other applications, numerical simulations of 3-D hydraulic fracturing based on a flow-stress-
damage model was studied by Li et al. [26] where they used a different damage law to those proposed
here. They defined a damage law under two different conditions, tensile or compressive stress. This is
similar to the damage law studied in Chapter- 3. They used equivalent strain which is the square root of
the sum of the principal strains in their simulation. In contrast to their study, we use a single conditional
damage law based on modified von-Mises theory using a different scalar equivalent strain and defined
in Section 4.2. A 3-D numerical simulation for fracture propagation for multiple pre-existing flaws
under biaxial compression loads was studied by Bi et al. [172] using the nonlinear unified strength
failure criterion. We used this unified strength failure criterion to calculate fracture propagation for a
single pre-existing flaw in Chapter- 3. We investigate four different local damage evolution laws to
analyze how the damage pattern changes in materials ranging from brittle to quasi-brittle. We also
investigate damage laws to find the law that produces similar damage patterns to the experimental
study [15] of a pre-flawed sandstone specimen under uniaxial compression. The transition from initial
damage to full damage and fracturing is very important in reality. The effect of a pre-existing flaw on
damage and fracture propagation investigated in this Chapter can help explain how branching, twisting,
opening and closing of pre-existing fractures under stress can occur in rocks. We vary the smoothing
parameters in the damage evolution laws to represent either a brittle or quasi-brittle material.
We investigate four damage evolution laws for fully 3-D rock specimens with a single pre-existing
flaw under uniaxial compression for different flaw geometries and various realisations of the hetero-
geneity of the sandstone sample with the same bulk material properties. We also introduce the notion of
equivalent strain in this chapter to change the dual failure conditions employed in Chapter- 3 to a single
failure condition. A single conditional damage law based on modified von-Mises theory using a scalar
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equivalent strain is discussed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 the damage evolution laws are analyzed
for the cases of brittle and quasi-brittle materials. Rock heterogeneity is modelled using a random
sampling from a Weibull distribution with different sampling grid resolutions for the local Young’s
modulus. The effect of different realisations of the rock heterogeneity is discussed in Section 4.4. For
different flaw geometries, the damage evolution and the stress-strain calculation are discussed using
the modified von-Mises theory, and the notion of equivalent strain, and the modified power damage
law in Section 4.5. Finally, we present a conclusion in Section 4.6.
4.2 The Local Damage Model
In contrast to the damage evolution model used in Chapter- 3, the model investigated here is based on
a single condition using a scalar equivalent strain, see [5]. The stress-strain relation in equations (2.2)
and (2.6) defines the effect of the damage variable on stresses. The damage variable may increase
under the influence of stresses and strains. Whether or not damage growth occurs is decided on the
basis of a damage loading function in terms of the strain components [5]:
f (ε˜,κ) = ε˜−κ, (4.1)
where ε˜ is a positive equivalent measure of the strain state defined below and κ is a threshold variable.
The equivalent strain ε˜ is defined in terms of the strain components. As long as f < 0 there is no
damage and the material behaviour remains linearly elastic. Damage is initiated for each element when
f = 0. The damage variable can only increase when the equivalent strain reaches the threshold value
κ , i.e., when f = 0.
The stress based form of the modified von-Mises definition can be rewritten in terms of strains
using Hooke’s law, defined by Peerling [124] as:
ε˜ =
k−1
2k(1−2ν)I1 +
1
2k
√
(k−1)2
(1−2ν)2 I
2
1 −
12k
(1+ν)2
J2 , (4.2)
with I1 the first invariant of the strain tensor and J2 the second invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor.
These are given by:
I1 = εkk and J2 =
1
6
I21 −
1
2
εi jεi j. (4.3)
The parameter k is the ratio of the compressive and tensile strengths, i.e. k = σcσt . After satisfying the
appropriate conditions, i.e. when f = 0 in the equation (4.1), the growth of damage is governed by an
evolution law defined in Section 4.3. The damage threshold κ is always updated to be equal to the
largest value of the equivalent strain ε˜ which was locally attained for each element during the loading
history. This step is taken so that the damage will never decrease for an element. After failure has been
detected i.e. when ε˜ = κ0 with an initial yield strain κ0, the damage starts to propagate. As discussed
in the next section a damage evolution law governs the evolution of the damage variable D and its
relation to the equivalent strain. Damage will initiate once the equivalent strain reaches a threshold
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value (ε = κ0). As in Chapter- 3 we use an isotropic damage model in which the elastic Young’s
modulus is reduced as damage of the rock progresses. Young’s modulus of the damaged material is
defined as:
E = E0(1−D) (4.4)
Where the scalar damage variable D(0≤ D≤ 1) can be explained as an isotropic stiffness degradation
factor. The material is totally undamaged for D = 0, and D = 1 corresponds to complete loss of
material coherence. The assumption of isotropic damage is often sufficient for isotropic rocks [2, 97].
The implementation of isotropic damage models is less complex and computationally inexpensive
because the damage variable is a scalar instead of a fourth order tensor [59].
4.3 Comparison of Damage Laws
In this section, we present four damage evolution laws: the exponential law, the linear softening law,
the power law and the modified power law. For each damage law, two types of materials, brittle and
quasi-brittle, are considered. These are defined by specifying smoothing parameters in the laws which
are discussed in detail later. For the test shown the compressive strength (σc), tensile strength (σt),
the bulk Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and Weibull random distribution parameters are the same
for each law for both the brittle and the quasi-brittle cases. They are shown in Table- 4.1. Parameters
related to the damage evolution law are varied to simulate either brittle or quasi-brittle behaviour.
We consider a block specimen with a pre-existing flaw of angle 750 with length 30 mm and depth
8 mm to analyze the damage laws. Like the previous Chapter- 3, we use a shape parameter of 1.5 for
the Weibull distribution and a grid resolution of the interpolation table for the Weibull distribution
sampling of 1mm3. These choices give the best agreement with the experimental results for this case.
A more detailed comparison with experiments is also presented in Section 4.4.3. We use the same
mesh with 337798 elements as used in the previous Chapter- 3 for all simulations. We apply the wall
boundary condition in this section described in equation (3.13) in Chapter- 3.
Damage versus equivalent strain is shown in Figure 4.1. From this picture, it is clear that the
exponential damage law gives an asymptotic curve, which is a quasi-brittle response. The linear
softening law, power law and modified power law can represent either a quasi-brittle or brittle response
depending on the choice of the parameters. Damage occurs more slowly for the exponential law and
power law, whereas damage onsets more suddenly for the modified power law in a more brittle manner
in Figure 4.1. The modified power law produced the most brittle response in its damage curve. In the
following subsections, we will discuss how the degree of brittleness is controlled by the smoothing
parameters for each individual damage law.
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Figure 4.1: Damage versus equivalent strain for different damage laws, where κ0 = 1.0× 10−3,
κc = 3.0×10−3, α = 2.0 and β = 5.0
4.3.1 Exponential Law
Softening in real materials is usually nonlinear, with a relatively steep initial stress drop followed by a
more moderate decrease. An exponential softening law is sometimes used for concrete [171]:
D = 1− κ0
κ
(1−α+αe−β (κ−κ0)). (4.5)
The damage variable approaches D = 1 asymptotically so there will never be complete failure (Fig-
ure 4.2 (c)). The parameter β in equation (4.5) determines the rate at which damage grows. Higher
values of β results in faster growth of damage and thus a more brittle response, shown by the red
curve in Figure 4.2 (c). On the other hand, a lower value of β represents a lower growth of damage
and thus, a more quasi-brittle response, shown by the black curve in Figure 4.2 (c). The damage
plot for β = 350.0 for a brittle case is shown in Figure 4.2 (a) and the damage plot for β = 150.0
for a quasi-brittle case is shown in Figure 4.2 (b). For the quasi-brittle case in Figure 4.2 (b) more
damage occurred, including far-field cracks, than the brittle case in Figure 4.2 (a). The stress-strain
curve for brittle and quasi-brittle specimens are shown in Figure 4.2 (d). The quasi-brittle case (37
MPa) represents the higher peak stress than the brittle case (35 MPa). The blue curve in Figure 4.2
(d) represents the quasi-brittle damage pattern as the damage increases slowly, and the sample has a
higher peak stress because of this. In contrast for the red curve which shows a brittle response, the
damage occurs suddenly.
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Figure 4.2: Results for Exponential damage law (a) Damage plot for brittle case, (b) Damage plot
for quasi-brittle case, (c) Damage versus equivalent strain for brittle and quasi-brittle case and (d)
Stress-strain curve for brittle and quasi-brittle case. Where κ0 = 9.5×10−4, α = 1.0 and β = 350.0
for brittle case, and κ0 = 9.5×10−4, α = 1.0 and β = 150.0 for quasi-brittle case.
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4.3.2 Linear Softening Law
A damage evolution law for linear softening (Geers [125]) is
D =
{
1− κ0κ ( κc−κκc−κ0 ) if κ < κc,
1 if κ ≥ κc
(4.6)
Equation (4.6) defines the linear softening damage law where κ0 is an initial threshold value and κc is
a critical value of κ . Figure 4.3 (c) shows the linear softening relation between the damage variable
and equivalent strain. From Figure 4.3 (c) it is clear that the higher value of κc (κc = 8.8× 10−3)
represents the quasi-brittle case and the lower value of κc (κc = 5.8×10−3) shows the brittle case.
Damage plots for the brittle and the quasi-brittle cases are shown in Figure 4.3 (a) and Figure 4.3 (b)
respectively. More damage is observed for the quasi-brittle case in Figure 4.3 (b) than the brittle case
in Figure 4.3 (a). This allows us some physical insight into the difference between damage evolution
in brittle versus quasi-brittle materials. The damage evolves more slowly for the quasi-brittle case and
this means that there is more time for forming branching and twisting during the fracture propagation.
Whereas the brittle case is very sharp and sudden and more localized. The corresponding stress-strain
curve for both the brittle and quasi-brittle case of the simulation are shown in Figure 4.3 (d) where the
peak stress for brittle and quasi-brittle specimens are 35 MPa and 36 MPa respectively.
4.3.3 Power Law
The power damage law is defined by Panis [168] as:
D =
{
1− κ0κ ( κc−κκc−κ0 )α , if κ < κc,
1, if κ ≥ κc,
(4.7)
where additional exponent α governs the brittleness of the stress-strain response. This is clearly shown
in Figure 4.4 (c) (red line) for brittle (α = 5.0) and quasi-brittle (α = 0.7, black line) materials. The
fracture patterns are shown in Figure 4.4 (a) and (b) for the power damage evolution law. From these
pictures it is clear that, like the linear softening law, the quasi-brittle case causes more extensive
damaged regions than the brittle case. The stress-strain curve in Figure 4.4 (d) shows the simulation
result for the brittle (red) and quasi-brittle (black) cases. The peak stress of the quasi-brittle case is 37
MPa whereas for the brittle case it is 30 MPa in Figure 4.4 (d).
4.3.4 Modified Power Law
Another damage evolution law first proposed by Geers [125] is the modified power law originally
introduced to describe fracture of short glass-fibre reinforced polymers:
D =
{
1− (κ0κ )β ( κc−κκc−κ0 )α , if κ < κc,
1, if κ ≥ κc,
(4.8)
where parameter β influences the initial rate of damage growth and α determines the final softening
stage, close to complete failure [125]. The damage variable D is zero for the undamaged material
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Figure 4.3: Results for Linear softening damage law (a) Damage plot for brittle case, (b) Damage
plot for quasi-brittle case, (c) Damage versus equivalent strain for brittle and quasi-brittle case and
(d) Stress-strain curve for brittle and quasi-brittle case. Where κ0 = 9.5×10−4, κc = 5.8×10−3 for
brittle case, and κ0 = 9.5×10−4, κc = 8.8×10−3 for quasi-brittle case.
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Figure 4.4: Results for Power damage law (a) Damage plot for brittle case, (b) Damage plot for quasi-
brittle case, (c) Damage versus equivalent strain for brittle and quasi-brittle case and (d) Stress-strain
curve for brittle and quasi-brittle case. Where κ0 = 9.5×10−4, κc = 5.8×10−3 and α = 5.0 for brittle
case, and κ0 = 9.5×10−4, κc = 5.8×10−3 and α = 0.7 for quasi-brittle case.
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initially, while D = 1 characterizes the complete loss of material consistency for κ = κc. We consider
the modified power law for both brittle and quasi-brittle cases in Figure (4.5) (c). The brittle damage
pattern is shown in Figure (4.5) (a) and the quasi-brittle damage plot is shown in Figure (4.5) (b).
Stress-strain curves for the simulations are shown in Figure (4.5) (d). From the Figure (4.5) (d) we
found that the peak stress for quasi-brittle case (black) is 37 MPa whereas for the brittle case (red) it is
25 MPa which is the lowest value out of all the damage laws for brittle case.
4.3.5 Comparison
The damage evolution and resulting fracture patterns are very similar for the brittle cases with different
damage evolution laws. Whereas in the quasi-brittle cases the damage is more widely distributed
and more far-field damage occurred. In the brittle cases, the damage is more localized than for the
quasi-brittle cases. As expected the quasi-brittle material showed higher peak stress than the brittle
case for all damage laws with the same ratio of compressive and tensile strengths. We observed that
the modified power law is suitable for modelling damage evolution in flawed specimen samples as
it produces the most similar damage pattern to the experimental study [15] than all other damage
laws discussed in this Section 4.3. All the damage laws give similar peak stresses for quasi-brittle
cases shown in Figure (4.2) (d), Figure (4.3) (d), Figure (4.4) (d) and Figure (4.5) (d) for exponential
law, linear softening law, power law and modified power law respectively. The damage plots appear
somewhat different for each individual law and individual case. The modified damage law’s damage
pattern shown in Figure (4.5) (a) represents the most similar pattern to the experimental result [15]
(see in Fig. 7 (d)). For this reason, we only consider the modified power law in the variation of
flaw geometry in Section 4.5 to investigate the effect of different flaw geometries in a single flawed
specimen. In addition to analysing the different damage laws, we will also analyze the variation of the
random realization for the Young’s modulus in the next section.
4.4 Influence of random distribution of Young’s modulus
A realistic rock heterogeneity in the sandstone specimen is modelled by sampling from a Weibull
distribution, as discussed in Section 3.2.2 in Chapter- 3. The Weibull random data distribution is used
for the initial spatial distribution of Young’s modulus to represent rock heterogeneity. In this section,
we investigate the effects on damage evolution and subsequent fracture propagation from different
parameters relating to the Weibull distribution while keeping the bulk material properties same. The
Weibull distribution properties varied were: the shape parameter (which influences the degree of
heterogeneity in the rock sample), the effect of different random Weibull samplings (which keep the
bulk properties of the rock sample the same but use different seeds to generate various realization
from the same Weibull distribution) and the sampling grain size for the sampling in terms of the
sampling grid size (which determines the length scale of the heterogeneity). In this section, we use
the modified power law (4.8) with material parameters described in Table 4.1. We use wall boundary
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Figure 4.5: Results for Modified power damage law (a) Damage plot for brittle case, (b) Damage
plot for quasi-brittle case, (c) Damage versus equivalent strain for brittle and quasi-brittle case and
(d) Stress-strain curve for brittle and quasi-brittle case. Where κ0 = 9.0× 10−4, κc = 8.0× 10−3,
α = 5.0 and β = 4.0 for brittle case, and κ0 = 9.0×10−4, κc = 8.0×10−3, α = 5.0 and β = 0.01 for
quasi-brittle case.
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Table 4.1: Material properties for the pre-existing single flaw of the specimen.
Parameters Values
Height of the specimen(lz) 120 mm
Scale parameter Young’s modulus outside the flaw (E0) 13.5 GPa
Young’s modulus inside the flaw 1.0×10−5 Pa
Poisson’s ratio (ν) 0.26
Homogeneity index (m) 1.5
Scale parameter (u0) 13.5 GPa
Sampling grid size 1mm3
Tensile strength (σc) 841 MPa
Compressive strength (σt) 250 MPa
Rate of displacement 0.002 mm
Damage growth influence parameter (β ) 0.01
Softening parameter (α) 1.0
Threshold damage parameter (κ0) 9.5×10−4
Ultimate damage parameter (κc) 5.8×10−3
conditions (3.13) and a mesh with flaw angle 750, flaw depth 8 mm and flaw length 30 mm.
4.4.1 Effect of Shape Parameter
The shape parameter m of the Weibull distribution controls the degree of material homogeneity.
Smaller shape parameters represent more heterogeneous materials whereas large values represent more
homogeneous materials, see Figure 3.2. Figure 4.6 illustrates the damage pattern and stress-strain
curve for different shape parameters where the flaw angle is 750 and the interpolation table grid size is
1mm3. Except for the shape parameter, all other parameters are kept the same as in Table 4.1. For a
very heterogeneous rock sample with shape parameter 1.5, shown in Figure 4.6 (a) the main damage
occurs along a line extending in the direction of the flaw. There is an anti-wing crack observed for
low shape parameter in this figure, similar to experimental results [15]. As shown in Figure 4.6 (b)
the damage is very localized at a line along the flaw direction for the more homogeneous sample
with shape parameter 50. Additionally, anti-wing crack is observed for low shape parameter (more
heterogeneous) but is less visible in the high shape parameter (more homogeneous) result. As expected
Figure 4.6 (c) depicts higher peak stress for the homogeneous sample (green) with a higher shape
parameter. The peak stress for the low shape parameter is 60 MPa whereas the peak stress for the high
shape parameter is 67 MPa using the same damage parameters. The damage plot of the heterogeneous
sample produced using the low shape parameter is similar to the experimental damage plot. Figure 4.7
(a) shows a schematic drawing of the experimental results [15]. We notice that in addition to the wing
crack along the pre-existing fracture, there is also an anti-wing crack in the left side of the specimen in
the vertical direction. These features are very similar in our simulation results for low shape parameter
shown in Figure 4.6 (a). The peak stress of the experimental result [15] reported in Figure 4.7 (b) is
63 MPa which is very close to the simulation peak stress of 60 MPa in Figure 4.6 (c) for low shape
parameter. We chose our initial Young’s modulus (E0) like the experimental study by Lu et al. [15].
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Figure 4.6: The effect of different shape parameters in (a) Damage plot for shape parameter 1.5, (b)
Damage plot for shape parameter 50 and (c) Stress-strain curve for shape parameter 1.5 (red, more
heterogeneous) and 50 (green, more homogeneous). The interpolation table grid resolution is 1mm3.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Damage plot of flaw angle 750, redrawn from experimental study [15], (b) Stress-strain
plot of flaw angle 750, redrawn from experimental study [15].
We did not model the nonlinear hardening due to microcrack and pore closure at the beginning of
the experiment. So we did not predict the same peak strain (corresponding to the peak unconfined
compressive strength) as the experiment. Another contributing factor could be the fact that we used a
slightly larger flaw width (1 mm in the simulations compared to 0.5−0.8 mm in the experiments) as
the previous Chapter 3.
4.4.2 Effect of Weibull distribution realization
Figure 4.8 shows the effect of different seed values in damage plot and stress-strain curves for a
flawed angle 150 specimen with interpolation table grid resolution 1 mm and shape parameter 1.5.
We consider different realizations of the Weibull which are generated using different seeds for the
random Weibull distribution of the Young’s modulus with exactly the same bulk material properties.
Different seeds with the same bulk material properties can produce very different fracture propagation
paths as shown in Figure 4.8 (a) and (b). We considered different realizations using different seeds
with the same bulk material values of all other parameters. In Figure 4.8 (a) we show a plot of the
damage which most closely resembled the results reported in the experimental study [15]. In the
Figure 4.8 (c) stress-strain curves are shown for four different realizations of the Weibull distribution.
The damage plots in Figure 4.8 (a) show that wing cracks and anti-wing cracks propagate first followed
by damage propagation towards the bottom left corner. Another crack propagates from the pre-existing
flaw towards the bottom of the sample. On the other hand in Figure 4.8 (b) wing crack propagates first
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Figure 4.8: The effect of different Seed values (a) Damage plot for Seed 1357, (b) Damage plot for
Seed 9637 and (c) Stress-strain curve for different Seeds. The interpolation table grid resolution is
1mm3, flaw angle 150 and shape parameter is 1.5.
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and later it hits the wall horizontally rather than extending towards the bottom corner. Additionally,
two cracks propagate towards the top direction and another one is in the bottom direction which is
smaller than the similar cracks from Figure 4.8 (a). However, the stress-strain curves are very similar
for all the different realizations shown in Figure 4.8 (c). The highest peak stress is 50 MPa for one
realization whereas the lowest peak stress is 48 MPa for another realization. Before reaching the peak
stress the stress-strain curves for all different realizations in Figure 4.8 (c) are almost identical. After
crossing the peak stress they differ slightly. So different realizations of the Weibull random sampling
in the numerical simulation for the Young’s modulus can help to represent the natural variability in
sandstone samples with different fracture patterns but the same bulk material properties.
4.4.3 Effect of length scale in rock heterogeneity
Typically, the Weibull distribution is sampled over each element of the FEM mesh [7, 152]. Conse-
quently, the length scale of the heterogeneity is the element size and hence is dependent on the mesh
size. As an alternative, we implement rock heterogeneity using an interpolation table, with a mesh
independent cubic grid size over which the Weibull distribution is sampled [16] (see in Chapter 3).
This means that the length scale of the rock heterogeneity becomes independent from the mesh element
size for simulations but depends on the grid resolution of the interpolation table only. The idea is to
produce random data inside each interpolation table grid cell initially (see esys.escript user guide for
details [98]). This is stored and remains the same while varying the mesh size. Figure 4.9 depicts
the effect of different grid size on damage for this approach. We consider two grid resolutions in the
interpolation table with the material parameters described in the Table 4.1. We consider a 150 flaw
angle in the specimen with wall boundary conditions. Figure 4.9 (a) illustrates the damage pattern for
grid resolution size 1mm3 and Figure 4.9 (b) represents the damage pattern for grid resolution size
5mm3. The result of the finer grid size in the interpolation table, see Figure 4.9 (a), shows a closer
matching with the experimental result of Lu et al [15], see Figure 4.7. Although there is an anti-wing
crack towards the vertical direction for both fine and coarse grid, the fine grid matches the experimental
results in Figure 4.7 (a) better. In contrast to the coarse grid in Figure 4.9 (b) the damage is localized
in a diagonal line through the rectangular specimen for the fine grid in Figure 4.9 (a). This also occurs
in the experimental result in Figure 4.7 (a). Figure 4.9 (c) shows the stress-strain curve for different
grid resolution size with 50 MPa peak stress for the coarse grid size and 60 MPa peak stress for the
fine grid size. The fine grid gives higher peak stress than the coarse grid observed in Figure 4.9 (c).
This result indicates that grain scale heterogeneity in the sandstone specimen is better represented
using a smaller length scale in the interpolation table i.e. simulating smaller grains in the sandstone,
and represented the damage patterns in the experiment more realistically [15]. This method allows us
to look at the effect of the scale of the heterogeneity in different samples. This method also allows
us to generate and store the random data for future computer simulations, which is a very important
measure to ensure reproducibility of the simulations.
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Figure 4.9: The effects of interpolation table grid resolution in (a) Damage plot for grid 1mm3, (b)
Damage plot for grid 5mm3 and (c) Stress-strain curve, where the shape parameter is m = 1.5 and the
mesh element size is 0.5 mm.
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4.5 Variation of Flaw Geometry
In this section, the effect of flaw geometry (flaw length, depth and angle) on damage evolution and
fracture propagation is analyzed using the modified power law. We chose to use the modified power
law as it gave the most similar damage plots in comparison with the experimental results [15] for flaw
angle 750 as demonstrated in Section 4.3.4. Now we consider this law for other flaw geometries to
compare results with the damage plot shown in the previous Chapter- 3 and with other experimental
results by Lu et al. [15]. As already investigated in Chapter- 3 we aim to reproduce the experimental
results for uniaxial strength and failure in sandstone containing a pre-existing 3-D surface flaw reported
by Lu et al. [15]. We investigate flaw depth ranging from 4− 19.9 mm, flaw length ranging from
20−50 mm and flaw angle ranging from 15−75o. The flaw width is 1 mm and slightly larger than
the widths reported in the reference experiment (0.5− 0.8 mm). This choice was made to reduce
computing time. We used a small shape parameter (m = 1.5) because this shape parameter gives results
closer to the experimental results than higher shape parameters as demonstrated in Section 4.4. We
also used a fine grid in the interpolation table as this finer grid gives similar damage pattern like the
experimental result as discussed in Section 4.4.3. Table 4.1 lists the selected parameter values which
are chosen to give the best overall results in comparison to all experimental configurations investigated.
4.5.1 Variation of Flaw Angle
Figure 4.10 presents the crack propagation patterns on the surface of specimens with flaw angles of
15o,45o,60o and 75o. A flaw length of 30 mm and flaw depth of 8 mm are used for these different flaw
angle geometries. For all angles, wing cracks are propagated initially from the edge of the pre-existing
flaw and anti-wing cracks are propagated in later time steps. By increasing the flaw angle, wing cracks
are initiated earlier. Overall, crack propagation patterns at the end of rupture are in good agreement
with experimental results [15] (see in Fig. 7). In particular, for flaw angles 75o and 60o, damage
patterns are very similar to the experimental results. Both wing and anti-wing cracks are present in
Figure 4.10 for flaw angle of 15o. Far-field cracks are observed in flaw angle 450 for increasing load.
Unlike in the experimental study [15] (see in Fig. 7) a vertical anti-wing crack is not observed for flaw
angle 150 whereas the micromechanical model in Chapter- 3 showed a big vertical anti-wing crack.
Although the damage pattern produced using the micromechanical model for flaw angle 150 and 450
are similar to experimental results, the damage pattern for the other angles did not show similarity to
experimental results. The modified power law, on the other hand, produced damage pattern similar to
the experimental observations for flaw angle 75o.
4.5.2 Variation of Flaw Length
The length of the pre-existing flaw has a big impact on damage studied by Mondal et al. [16]. We
study flaw lengths ranging from 20, 30, 40 and 50 mm; with flaw depth and flaw angle fixed at 8
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Figure 4.10: The fracture propagation for different flaw angles (flaw depth 8 mm, flaw length 30 mm).
Top row shows initial fracturing and the bottom row is the final damage distribution.
mm and 45o respectively. Figure 4.11 presents typical surface cracking patterns in specimens with
various flaw lengths where Figure 4.11 (b) and Figure 4.10 (b) are identical. Surface wing cracks are
observed first on the surface of the specimen for all the flaw lengths. Under increasing compression,
some anti-wing cracks are also observed. Using the modified power damage evolution law, the crack
propagation patterns at the end of rupture are in good agreement with the results of Lu et al. [15].
The damage pattern for this model shows similar results to the micromechanical model discussed in
Chapter- 3, except for flaw length 20 mm where the direction of the fracture is the mirror image. But
all the damage plots will slightly change and depend on different realization of Young’s modulus as
discussed in Section 4.4.2. In this case, the micromechanical model gave a more similar result to the
experimental result for a small flaw length.
4.5.3 Variation of Flaw Depth
Figure 4.12 shows the evolution of surface crack propagation patterns in specimens with flaw depths 4,
8, 12 and 19.9 mm for a fixed flaw length of 30 mm and flaw angle of 45o where Figure 4.12 (b) is
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Figure 4.11: The fracture propagation for different flaw lengths (flaw depth 8 mm, flaw angle 45o).
The top row shows initial fracturing and the bottom row is the final damage distribution.
identical to Figure 4.10 (b) and Figure 4.11 (b). Wing cracks slowly form initially but with increasing
axial compressive strain, anti-wing cracks also appear. Wing and anti-wing cracks initiated first for the
lowest depth (4 mm) specimen. Some far-field cracks are observed after specimen failure. For shallow
flaws, the fracture propagates from flaw tips and extends along the diagonal. For the deeper flaws,
cracks extend to the wall near the flaw. The experiments considered the deepest flaw depth of 20 mm
which is equal to the thickness of the specimen. For the numerical simulation, the deepest flaw depth
of 19.9 mm is considered to simplify the generation of the finite element mesh from the numerical
error. Overall, the crack propagation patterns at the end of rupture are in reasonably good agreement
with the experimental results of Lu et al. [15]. The modified power law produces a more similar result
to experiments for deeper flaw depths. On the other hand, the damage plot using micromechanical
model presented in Chapter- 3 gives better agreement for shallower flaw depths.
The results shown in this chapter have both similarities and dissimilarities with the results of
Chapter- 3 as well as with experimental results [15]. In Chapter- 3 clamp boundary conditions were
used whereas in this chapter wall boundary conditions were used which has an effect on the result
which is already addressed in Section 3.3. In general, the damage plots in this chapter shows similar
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Figure 4.12: The fracture propagation for different flaw depths (flaw length 30 mm, flaw angle 45o).
The top row shows initial fracturing and the bottom row is the final damage distribution.
patterns to one of the previous chapters when using the micromechanical model. However, for a few
cases (especially for flaw angles 15o and 45o, flaw length 30 and 40 mm, flaw depth 4 and 19.9 mm)
the damage plots localize towards the boundary conditions at the outer surfaces of the specimen where
the wall boundary conditions are applied. Damage occurs at the boundary wall of the specimen which
is not found in the experiments [15] and in the results of Chapter- 3 where clamp boundary conditions
were applied.
4.5.4 Stress-strain Analysis
The stress-strain curves for the cases investigated earlier in the Section are shown in Figure 4.13-4.15.
The graphs show an abrupt change of slope just before reaching peak strength, which is coincident
with the rapid propagation of cracks at the tips of the pre-existing flaw. The trend in the peak uniaxial
compressive strength from the numerical results are similar to the trends observed in experiments [15];
the peak stress decreases with increasing flaw length in Figure 4.14 and increasing flaw depth in
Figure 4.15. The uniaxial compressive strength decreases with a decrease of flaw angle from 75o to 45o
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Figure 4.13: The stress-strain curves of the numerical model (a) for different flaw angles and (b)
comparison with experimental result of Lu et al. [15]. Flaw depth is 8 mm and flaw length is 30 mm.
Figure 4.14: The stress-strain curves of the numerical model (a) for different flaw lengths and (b)
comparison with experimental result of Lu et al. [15]. Flaw angle is 45o and flaw depth is 8 mm.
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Figure 4.15: The stress-strain curves of the numerical model (a) for different flaw depths and (b)
comparison with experimental result of Lu et al. [15]. Flaw angle is 45o and flaw length is 30 mm.
as shown in Figure 4.13. But the strength increases at the angle 15o, which is greater than the strength
of 45o but less than the strength for 60o and 75o. The peak uniaxial compressive strength decreases
with decreasing flaw angle except for the flaw angle 150 (see in Figure 4.13). The stress-strain curve
for varying flaw angle and specifically for a flaw angle 150 agrees with Yang [126] but disagrees
with Lu et al. [15]. On the other hand, the stress-strain curves for the other flaw angles followed the
trend observed in the experimental result of Lu et al. [15], but do not follow the trend observed in
experiments by Yang [126] in Chapter- 3.
As already mentioned with increasing flaw length, the uniaxial compressive strength decreases as
expected (see in Figure 4.14). The largest variance in the slope of the stress-strain curve prior to failure
was observed in the experimental study of Lu et al. [15] for varying flaw depth. This feature is also
observed in numerical results when comparing Figure 4.15 (a) with Figure 4.14 (a) and Figure 4.13 (a).
4.6 Conclusions
Four damage evolution laws are discussed in this study. Depending on the selection of parameters
they can be used to simulate different types of materials from brittle to quasi-brittle. In the study,
Section 4.3.4 showed that the modified power law is the most appropriate damage evolution law
to simulate sandstone specimens. We demonstrated this by simulating specimens with a single pre-
existing flaw for different geometrical configurations as investigated in the experiments of Lu et al. [15].
We compare the numerical results using the modified power law with the results in Chapter- 3 using
the micromechanical model. For the cases investigated in Section 4.3.4, the modified power law gives
closer results to the experiment, while for the cases in Section 4.5.4 the micromechanical model
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performed better. The stress-strain response for different flaw geometries was similar to the results of
the micromechanical model in the previous Chapter- 3 and to results of the experimental results of
Lu et al. [15], with the exception of the flaw angle 150. We observed that a lower shape parameter in the
Weibull distribution rock properties is sampled from represents the heterogeneous rock properties more
closely for the sandstone sample used by Liu et al. [15] than the large shape parameter representing a
more homogeneous material. The smaller sampling grid resolution also reproduced the experimental
studies more closely than the bigger grid resolution, meaning that the grain-scale heterogeneity in
the sandstone sample was better modelled using a 1mm3 length-scale. Different realizations of the
Weibull distribution were generated using different seeds in generating the Weibull distribution for
the Young’s modulus with the same bulk material properties. These different realizations can result in
quite different damage plots even with the same bulk material properties, however, the stress-strain
curve remains almost the same.

Chapter 5
Comparison of Local Damage Models
Local damage constitutive models are able to predict failure behaviour and the corresponding processes
using the finite element method (FEM). Two different local damage approaches based on unified
strength theory and modified von-Mises theory have been discussed previously in Chapter- 3 and
Chapter- 4. In this chapter, we will derive that they are identical for three different pure loading
conditions with appropriate some parameter selection. The basic difference between the two different
local damage models is the failure condition and the damage evolution law. In this chapter, we
theoretically investigate under what conditions the failure conditions of these two models are equivalent.
The comparison of the approaches is discussed in Section 5.1. To compare these two different models,
three different cases namely: the purely tensile case, the purely compressive case and the pure shear
case, are discussed in Section 5.2, Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 respectively. We found that the two
models are identical for these three different special cases under appropriate selections of model
parameters. Overall conclusions are discussed in Section 5.5.
5.1 Different Local Models Description
For clarification we restate the micromechanical model based on unified strength theory as presented
in Chapter- 3 and local modified von-Mises model as introduced in Chapter- 4. For simpler reference,
we will refer to these models as Model-1 and Model-2 respectively.
5.1.1 Micromechanical Model with Unified Strength Theory (Model-1)
The unified strength theory can model the unilateral effect in rocks where compressive and tensile
strengths differ, see also in Chapter- 3. Tensile failure is triggered if stress condition (5.1), strain
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condition ( 5.2) and positivity condition (5.3) are satisfied.
σ2 ≤ σ1 +ασ31+α (5.1)
ε1 ≥ 1E0
{
σt +
α
1+b
(bσ2 +σ3)−ν(σ2 +σ3)
}
(5.2)
ε1 ≥ 0 (5.3)
Shear failure is triggered if stress condition (5.4), strain condition (5.5) and negativity condition (5.6)
are satisfied.
σ2 ≥ σ1 +ασ31+α (5.4)
ε3 ≤ 1E0
{
−σc + 1α(1+b)(σ1 +bσ2)−ν(σ1 +σ2)
}
(5.5)
ε3 ≤ 0 (5.6)
Where again E0 is the Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson ratio. The parameter b is the intermediate
stress parameter which represents the influence of the intermediate principal shear stress σ2 on the
material strength. α is the strength ratio of tensile σt and compressive strength σc. Notice that both
strength limits are taken as positive values. As we will show later in this chapter σt does, in fact,
specify the strength for purely tensile failure while −σc defines the strength for purely compressive
failure. We chose α = σt/σc for Model-1 which comes from Mohr-Coulomb criteria (σ1−ασ3 = σt
at failure) used by Yu et al. [4]. It is pointed out that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 as in general rock has a higher
compressive strength than tensile strength.
5.1.2 The Modified von-Mises Model (Model-2)
The strain based form of the modified von-Mises model, in the following, referred to as Model-2, is
written in terms of equivalent strain ε˜ [124] defined as:
ε˜ =
k−1
2k(1−2ν)I1 +
1
2k
√
(k−1)2
(1−2ν)2 I
2
1 −
12k
(1+ν)2
J2 (5.7)
with I1 and J2 the first invariant of the strain tensor and the second invariant of the deviatoric strain
tensor respectively [5], which are given by
I1 = εkk and J2 =
1
6
I21 −
1
2
εi jεi j. (5.8)
Again ν is the Poisson’s ratio and k is a given threshold parameter which conducts the sensitivity in
compression relative to that in tension. Usually it is the ratio of the compressive and tensile strength,
i.e. k = σcσt . Failure occurs when the equivalent strain (ε˜) become larger than or equal to the history
variable (κ) defined as
ε˜ ≥ κ. (5.9)
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In the following, we will relate the model parameters α and b for Model-1 with the parameters k of
Model-2 by comparing both failure models at the point of failure. We assume that prior to failure the
material is in an elastic state so we can still apply Hooke’s law right at the point of failure. In terms of
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, Hooke’s law for isotropic materials can then be expressed as
ε1 =
1
E0
(
σ1−ν(σ2 +σ3)) (5.10)
ε2 =
1
E0
(
σ2−ν(σ1 +σ3)) (5.11)
ε3 =
1
E0
(
σ3−ν(σ1 +σ2)). (5.12)
5.2 Purely Tensile Case (σ1 > σ2 = σ3 = 0)
First we inspect the case of purely tensile loading defined as σ1 > 0 and σ2 = σ3 = 0. Then Hooke’s
law (5.10)–(5.12) becomes,
ε1 =
1
E0
σ1 (5.13)
ε2 =− νE0σ1 (5.14)
ε3 =− νE0σ1, (5.15)
Condition (5.1) in Model-1 simplifies to
σ2 ≤ σ1 +ασ31+α
⇒ 0≤ σ1
1+α
⇒ σ1 ≥ 0. (5.16)
From equation (5.16) it is stated that in the terminology of Model-1 we are in fact at tensile failure.
Similarly for equation (5.3) we get,
ε1 ≥ 0
⇐ 1
E0
σ1 ≥ 0
⇐ σ1 ≥ 0. (5.17)
It is observed from the equation (5.17) that the positivity stress condition (5.3) is also satisfied. The
relevant condition (5.2) for tensile failure in Model-1 is now
ε1 ≥ 1E0
{
σt +
α
1+b
(bσ2 +σ3)−ν(σ2 +σ3)
}
⇒ ε1 ≥ 1E0σt . (5.18)
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The failure condition of the Model-1 for purely tensile case we get from the equation (5.18)
ε1 =
1
E0
σt
1
E0
σ1 =
1
E0
σt
σ1 = σt . (5.19)
This equation (5.19) shows that in fact σt defines the tensile strength in Model-1.
Now we investigate the Modified von-Mises definition (Model-2) for the purely tensile case. With
Hooke’s law (5.10)–(5.12) and the definition of I1 and J2 in equation (5.8) we get,
I1 = εkk =
1−2ν
E0
σ1, (5.20)
and,
J2 =
1
6
I12− 12εi jεi j
=
{
(1−2ν)2−3(1+2ν2)
3
}
σ21
2E02
= (−2ν2−4ν−2) σ
2
1
6E02
,
leading to
J2 =
−σ21
3E02
(ν+1)2. (5.21)
Now inserting these values from equation (5.20)–(5.21) into equation (5.7) for the equivalent strain ε˜
we get,
ε˜ =
k−1
2k(1−2ν)I1 +
1
2k
√
(k−1)2
(1−2ν)2 I
2
1 −
12k
(1+ν)2
J2
=
(k−1)
2k(1−2ν)
(1−2ν)
E0
σ1 +
1
2k
√
(k−1)2
(1−2ν)2
(1−2ν)2
E02
σ21 +
4k
E02
σ21
=
(k−1)
2kE0
σ1 +
σ1
2kE0
√
(k−1)2 +4k
=
(1− k)
2kE0
σ1 +
σ1
2kE0
√
k2−2k+1+4k
=
σ1
2kE0
(k−1+ k+1),
which simplifies to
ε˜ =
σ1
E0
. (5.22)
The failure condition of the Model-2 is satisfied when the local strain exceeds κ , so ε˜ = κ at failure.
By using this condition in the equation (5.22) we get,
σ1
E0
= κ
⇒ σ1 = κE0. (5.23)
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From equation (5.19) and (5.23) we observe that the two models will establish failure for purely tensile
loading at the same state of loading if we choose
σt = κE0. (5.24)
So the two models are identical for purely tensile case when we chose tensile strength (σt) in the
Model-1 and κ in the Model-2 according to the relation of the equation 5.24.
5.3 Purely Compressive Case (σ1 = σ2 = 0 > σ3)
Now we inspect the case of purely compressive loading, σ1 = σ1 = 0 and 0 > σ3. For this case the
Hooke’s law from equations (5.10)–(5.12) becomes,
ε1 =
−ν
E0
σ3, (5.25)
ε2 =
−ν
E0
σ3, (5.26)
ε3 =
1
E0
σ3. (5.27)
For Model-1 condition (5.4) which takes the form
σ2 ≥ σ1 +ασ31+α
⇒ 0≥ ασ3
1+α
⇒ σ3 ≤ 0 (5.28)
as 0≤ α ≤ 1. This establishes that the purely compressive case is considered as a shear case in the
terminology of Model-1. From the strain condition (5.5) for this case we get,
ε3 ≤ 1E0
{
−σc + 1α(1+b)(σ1 +bσ2)−ν(σ1 +σ2)
}
⇒ ε3 ≤− 1E0σc. (5.29)
As a consequence the following condition holds at failure
ε3 =− 1E0σc
⇒ 1
E0
σ3 =− 1E0σc
⇒ σ3 =−σc. (5.30)
This shows that in fact σc defines the compressive strength of Model-1. For the negativity condition
(5.6) of Model-1 we get,
ε3 ≤ 0
⇐ 1
E0
σ3 ≤ 0
⇐ σ3 ≤ 0, (5.31)
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which is also satisfied for the purely compressive case. So the tensile case is in shear failure mode in
the terminology Model-1. The failure condition is in equation (5.30)
Now for Model-2 we get for equation (5.8)
I1 = εkk
= ε1 + ε2 + ε3
=− ν
E0
σ3− νE0σ3 +
1
E0
σ3,
leading to
I1 =
1−2ν
E0
σ3. (5.32)
Again we get from equation (5.8),
J2 =
1
6
I12− 12εi jεi j
=
{
(1−2ν)2
3
− (2ν2 +1)
}
σ23
2E02
=
(−2ν2−4ν−2)
3
σ23
2E02
,
showing that
J2 =−13
(ν+1)2σ23
E02
. (5.33)
Now by putting the above values from equation (5.32)–(5.33) in the equation (5.7) we get,
ε˜ =
k−1
2k(1−2ν)I1 +
1
2k
√
(k−1)2
(1−2ν)2 I
2
1 −
12k
(1+ν)2
J2
=
(k−1)
2k(1−2ν)
(1−2ν)
E0
σ3 +
1
2k
√
(k−1)2
(1−2ν)2
(1−2ν)2
E02
σ23 +
12k
(1+ν)2
1
3
(ν+1)2σ23
E02
=
(k−1)
2kE0
σ3 +
1
2k
√
{(k−1)2 +4k} σ
2
3
E02
=
(k−1)
2kE0
σ3− σ32kE0
√
(k+1)2
=
σ3
2kE0
(k−1− k−1)
with the final result
ε˜ =− σ3
kE0
. (5.34)
The failure condition for Model-2 is satisfied when the equivalent strain becomes bigger than or equal
κ that means that ε˜ = κ at failure . By using this condition in the equation (5.34) we get,
− σ3
kE0
= κ
⇒ σ3 =−κkE0. (5.35)
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As a consequence failure for compressive loading is indicated by both models Model-1 and Model-2
for the same loading when
σc = κkE0 (5.36)
When combining this with condition (5.24) obtained for the tensile loading case we obtain
σc
σt
= k. (5.37)
So for the purely compressive case this two models are identical if we chose the parameter k in Model-2
as the ratio of the compressive strength and tensile strength, see equation 5.37.
5.4 Pure Shear Case (σ1 =−σ3 > 0,σ2 = 0)
Finally we look at pure shear loading condition, σ1 =−σ3 > 0 and σ2 = 0. In this case Hooke’s law
becomes,
ε1 =
1
E0
(σ1−νσ3)
=
σ1(1+ν)
E0
, (5.38)
ε2 =
1
E0
−ν(σ1 +σ3)
= 0, (5.39)
ε3 =
1
E0
(σ3−νσ1)
=−σ1(1+ν)
E0
. (5.40)
Putting the values from the above equations (5.38)–(5.40) into the tensile condition (5.1) of Model-1
we get,
σ2 ≤ σ1 +ασ31+α
⇒ 0≤ σ1−ασ1
1+α
⇒ 0≤ σ1 1−α1+α
which is equivalent to condition
σ1 ≥ 0 (5.41)
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as 0≤ α ≤ 1. This establishes that the pure shear case meets the tensile condition in the terminology
of Model-1. Again we get for condition (5.2),
ε1 ≥ 1E0
{
σt +
α
1+b
(bσ2 +σ3)−ν(σ2 +σ3)
}
⇒ ε1 ≥ 1E0
{
σt− ασ11+b +νσ1
}
⇐ σ1(1+ν)
E0
≥ 1
E0
{
σt− ασ11+b +νσ1
}
⇐ σ1 1+b+α1+b ≥ σt
⇐ σ1 ≥ σt 1+b1+b+α . (5.42)
At failure condition for Model-1 σ1 is given as
σ1 = σt
1+b
1+b+α
. (5.43)
Again for the positivity condition (5.3) of the Model-1 we get,
ε1 ≥ 0
⇐ σ1(1+ν)
E0
≥ 0
⇐ σ1 ≥ 0, (5.44)
which is also satisfied for this case.
Now by using equations (5.38)–(5.40) in equation (5.8) we get for Model-2,
I1 = εkk = 0. (5.45)
Again from the equation (5.8) we get,
J2 =
1
6
I12− 12εi jεi j
= 0− 1
2
{
σ21 (1+ν)
2
E02
+0+
σ21 (1+ν)
2
E02
}
,
and finally
J2 =−σ
2
1 (1+ν)
2
E02
. (5.46)
By using equation (5.45) and (5.46) in equation (5.7) the equivalent strain becomes,
ε˜ =
k−1
2k(1−2ν)I1 +
1
2k
√
(k−1)2
(1−2ν)2 I
2
1 −
12k
(1+ν)2
J2
=
1
2k
√
−12k
(1+ν)2
−σ
2
1 (1+ν)2
E02
=
1
2k
√
12kσ21
E02
,
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leading to
ε˜ =
σ1
E0
√
3
k
, (5.47)
for the equivalent strain for the pure shear case.
Again the failure condition of for Model-2 is satisfied when the equivalent strain become bigger than or
equal to κ . That means that ε˜ = κ at the point of failure. By using this condition in the equation (5.47)
we get,
σ1
E0
√
3
k
= κ
⇒ σ1 = κE0
√
3
k
⇒ σ1 = σt
√
3
k
. (5.48)
Model-1 and Model-2 will define identical failure if the right sides of the equation (5.43) and (5.48)
are identical. This gives the condition
(1+b)
1+b+α
=
√
3
k
(5.49)
which allows to calculate a value for parameter α and b of Model-1. So if we chose the parameters
α and b in Model-1 in terms of the parameter k in the Model-2 according to the relation of the
equation (5.49) then this two models will be identical for the pure shear case.
5.5 Conclusions
The micromechanical model with unified strength theory (Model-1) and the modified von-Mises
definition (Model-2) are equivalent for a specific choice of parameters in three different special cases
namely; purely tensile, purely compressive and pure shear cases. The equations (5.24), (5.37) and
(5.49) show how the model parameters σt , σc and b on hand and κ and k on the other hand can be
translated into each other such that the micromechanical model (Model-1) and the modified von-Mises
definition (Model-2) define identical failure conditions at least for three ideal loading cases.

Chapter 6
Non-Local Damage Model and Mesh
Dependence
A well-known problem which arises in local damage models as investigated in the previous chapters is
that they suffer from pathological mesh dependence and strain localization [117, 118]. In this work,
we employ the implicit gradient damage formulation of Peerlings et al. [122]. The basic concept
of the non-local implicit gradient model is that the strain at a given point depends not only on the
strain at that point but also on the nearby strain field. The local equivalent strain is replaced with a
non-local equivalent strain, which is constructed by solving a system of partial differential equations
(PDEs). We solve this system of PDEs using the FEM and the split-operator method. Previously the
split-operator method was used for microplane damage models [127] and we introduce this method in
continuum damage mechanics to analysis damage in three different specimens. The damage evolution
for three loading experiments is considered: uniaxial compression of a rock with a weak zone, a
homogeneous L-shaped specimen under a lateral load, and uniaxial compression of a rock with a
pre-existing surface flaw. In these examples, we demonstrate that the implementation of the implicit
gradient damage model using the split-operator method can successfully be applied to complex, 3-D
geometries using large-scale unstructured FEM meshes. Using meshes with 100 million elements and
massively parallelized calculations we show that this method eliminates mesh dependence. Meshes at
even smaller resolutions outside our current computing capacity are required for some of these 3-D
problems to obtain the desired fracture widths. As a consequence running 3-D simulations producing
mesh independent results on a physically meaningful spatial scale remains difficult to achieve even
using a massively parallelized code.
6.1 Introduction
It is widely acknowledged in the literature that local continuum damage models lead to localization
issues [117,118]. This means that the predictions of the finite element simulations change significantly
when changing the size and orientation of the mesh. The growth of damage tends to localize in the
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smallest band that can be captured by the spatial discretization. Damage growth tends to localize at the
smallest length scale of the model that is set by the length of a single element in the finite element
mesh. Consequently, the solution for a sample with a progressively damaged zone converges to a
solution with a localization zone of zero volume when successive mesh refinement is applied. In the
end, the numerical prediction fails to converge to a physically meaningful result. Therefore, the global
response of the system shows a strong dependence on the spatial discretization. The causes and effects
of localization have been discussed in detail in de Borst et al. [38].
There are several ways to regularize the localization of damage. The introduction of nonlocality in
the constitutive model is one of the popular methods. In a non-local damage formulation, the state of
stress at a point does not only depend on the state of strain and its history at that point but also depends
on the state in a finite neighbourhood of that point. There are two families of non-local formulations,
namely, integral formulations using a kernel to regularize the stress or strain [92,173,174] and gradient-
based formulations [175–179]. Both non-local averaging and gradient-based non-local approaches,
introduce a length scale to the mathematical representation of the physical system and thus prevent the
localization problem. The non-local concept for elastic deformations was introduced by Kro¨ner [180]
and later extended to hardening plasticity by Mu¨hlhaus and Alfantis [177]. A breakage diffusion model
for strength softening rock is studied by Mu¨hlhaus and Gross [181]. Lasry et al. [182] introduced
the non-local concept as a localization limiter for a strain-softening material. These localization
limiters [183, 184] force the damage to grow in a zone with a finite width that is independent of spatial
finite element discretization. This formulation was later improved in the form of the non-local damage
theory [185, 186] and was then applied to engineering problems.
There are two forms of non-local gradient formulation named explicit and implicit, where the non-
local equivalent strain is related to the local equivalent strain through partial differential equations [5].
Explicit gradient enhancement is be considered as weakly non-local only, as it fails to regularize the
stress (or strain) under some circumstances [127]. On the other hand, implicit gradient enhancement
has the advantage of being strongly non-local. It can be shown that they are largely equivalent to the
integral type [122], see also in Section 6.2.
The idea of implicit gradient model is to introduce a second differential equation in addition to
the quasi-static equilibrium equation [122]. The equation takes the form of the Helmholtz equation to
calculate the non-local field, which is usually the counterpart of the local strain or other local internal
variables. The damage evolution law depends on the regularized equivalent strain rather than the local
equivalent strain, and the regularized equivalent strain is obtained by solving the Helmholtz equation.
Consequently, the momentum and Helmholtz equations form a non-linear, coupled system of PDEs.
We use the split-operator method [187, 188] and small time steps to solve the two equations separately,
alternating between them while increasing loading. Section 6.2.2 details the quasi-static equilibrium
equation and the Helmholtz equation for the non-local equivalent strain to reduce computing time
for 3-D specimens. The split-operator algorithm is a robust scheme often used in implementations of
gradient damage [10] and phase-field models [11]. This method is also used in nonlinear elastic brittle
damage by Stella et al. [14]. The non-local implicit gradient approach is pursued here in a continuum
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damage mechanics framework as presented in Chapter- 4.
We demonstrate that the implicit gradient method can be implemented to model the damage growth
of concrete and rock without the mesh dependence issues of the previous Chapters- 3 and 4. The
modifications of the constitutive relations for the equivalent strain based damage models introduced in
Chapter 4 are discussed in Section 6.2. Results of the damage propagation for three different specimens
are presented in Sections 6.3. The effect of localization length scale is discussed in Sections 6.4.
In Section 6.5 the mesh sensitivity analysis for all three types of specimens is discussed. A brief
evaluation of the results is given in Section 6.6.
6.2 Methodology
6.2.1 Non-local Implicit Gradient Model
The evolution of damage is governed by strain as discussed in Chapter- 4. The variable κ acts as a
threshold where there is no increase in the damage at that loading step if this threshold is not reached.
The damage variable is an explicit function of this history variable: D = D(κ). In Chapter- 4 where a
local damage model has been discussed, κ is related to a scalar measure of the local deformation, the
equivalent strain ε˜ ≥ 0. In a non-local damage model, κ is related to a weighted volume average of
this (local) equivalent strain, the non-local equivalent strain ε¯ [171, 189]. The growth of the damage
variable associated with an element depends on the averaged deformation around the element. In terms
of the elasticity based damage model the above reasoning means that the growth of damage in a point
x is no longer governed by local equivalent strain ε˜ , but by the average of ε˜ on the volume vol(Ω)
occupied by the microstructural element at x. This quantity is defined in each material point x by
ε¯(x) =
1
vol(Ω)
∫
Ω
g(ξ )ε˜(x+ξ )dΩ, where
1
vol(Ω)
∫
Ω
g(ξ )dΩ= 1 (6.1)
in which vol(Ω) is the volume of setΩ(x), g(ξ ) is a weight function and ξ denotes the relative position
vector pointing to the infinitesimal volume dΩ. The history variable κ is defined by
κ˙(ε¯−κ) = 0, ε¯−κ ≤ 0, κ˙ ≥ 0. (6.2)
A gradient formulation for the non-local equivalent strain ε¯ is derived from the non-local theory in the
following way. The local equivalent strain ε˜(x+ξ ) is expanded into a Taylor series at x [177,182,190]
is:
ε˜(x+ξ ) = ε˜(x)+Oε˜(x).ξ + 1
2!
O2ε˜(x) . (2)ξ 2 + 1
3!
O3ε˜(x) . (3)ξ 3 + 1
4!
O4ε˜(x) . (4)ξ 4 + .... (6.3)
Where On and . (n) are the nth order gradient operator and the nth order inner product respectively; ξ n
designates the n factor dyadic product ξξ ...ξ . Substitution of (6.3) into (6.1) and under the assumption
of isotropy and symmetry leads to
ε¯ = ε˜+ cO2ε˜+dO4ε˜+ ...... (6.4)
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where O2 denotes the Laplacian operator and coefficients c, d, . . . are determined by weight function
g(ξ ) and the averaging volume vol(Ω). Notice that terms of odd powers ξ vanish due to the symmetry
of the kernel g. Differentiating equation (6.4) twice and reordering yields
O2ε˜ = O2ε¯− cO4ε˜−dO6ε˜+ ...... (6.5)
Substitution of this value into equation (6.4) leads to
ε¯− cO2ε¯ = ε˜+(d− c2)O4ε˜+ ...... (6.6)
Now neglecting higher-order terms in expression (6.6), the non-local equivalent strain can be approxi-
mated by
ε¯− cO2ε¯ = ε˜ (6.7)
The gradient parameter, c = 12 l
2 as second moment of the kernel g, controls the width of the damage
zone where l is the localization length. A larger value of l produces a larger inelastic zone. The
localization length scale represents the length of the damage diffusion area in the solution of the
Helmholtz equation (6.7).
The non-local model forces the damage to diffuse in an area defined by the localization length scale.
To ensure that the mesh can represent this process it is necessary to ensure that the mesh elements are
fine enough to accurately represent the localization length scale. We make an assumption that we need
at least two elements inside the localization length scale area to remove the mesh dependence and
solve the Helmholtz equation accurately. Results from the same experiment may be fitted to different
length scales l which indicate that this length is not just a material parameter that is correlated to
material properties only [124]. It may not be constant and can be a function depending on stress and
strain fields [191]. It typically decreases at larger strains. However, this does not hinder the practical
application of this models, since a good calibration of the length scale may be obtained by conducting
a fracture test of notched specimens which has been shown for the microplane model [192].
The non-local strain ε¯ is not given explicitly in terms of ε˜ and its derivatives, but as the solution
of a boundary value problem consisting of the Helmholtz equation (6.7) and appropriate boundary
conditions. The resulting gradient damage formulation will, therefore, be referred to as implicit
gradient formulation. The treatment of ε¯ is an independent variable, which has to satisfy the partial
differential equation (6.7). A difficulty of gradient models is the requirement of additional boundary
conditions. In order to solve the averaging partial differential equation (6.7), boundary conditions
concerning the equivalent strain ε¯ have to be specified. From a mathematical point of view, it is
necessary to specify either ε¯ or the normal derivative Oε¯.n (where n denotes the external normal unit
vector) at the boundaries. The simple natural boundary condition
Oε¯.n = 0 (6.8)
is adopted in this thesis as in other works [177, 182].
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Figure 6.1: Computational Work Flow for Non-Local Model
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6.2.2 Split-operator Method Implementation
The model couples two partial differential equations, i.e. the quasi-static equilibrium equation and
the non-local Helmholtz equation defined in equation (6.9) and (6.10) (see below) respectively with
appropriate boundary conditions. We rewrite the quasi-static equilibrium equation below which was
solved in the previous chapters as well. Here we also state the boundary conditions for a free surface.
Loading boundary conditions will be specified for each specific example later.
−σi j, j = 0
Boundary condition (free surface): σi jni = 0
(6.9)
The first PDE, the quasi-static equilibrium equation is solved to find the displacement field and the
local equivalent strain (ε˜). Then using (ε˜), the second PDE, the Helmholtz equation, is solved to obtain
the non-local equivalent strain (ε¯):
ε¯− cε¯,ii = ε˜
Boundary condition: ε¯,ini = 0
(6.10)
Then the damage parameter, D = D(ε¯) is updated according to this non-local equivalent strain.
We solve this system of partial differential equations using the FEM. Instead of solving the system in
fully coupled form at each loading step we apply the split-operator approach which consists of splitting
the coupled problem into two sub-problems, namely (i) the quasi-static equilibrium equation (6.9)
with a fixed non-local variable ε¯ for an increased loading and (ii) the Helmholtz problem (6.10) on a
local equivalent strain. This method does not consider the full coupling [187, 188] of the quasi-static
equilibrium equation and the Helmholtz equation for the non-local equivalent strain. This simplification
is made to reduce the computing time for 3-D specimens. The split-operator algorithm is a robust
scheme often used in implementations of gradient damage [10] and phase-field models [11]. A similar
strategy introducing an extrapolation of the history variable based on the two previous increments was
proposed for cases with strong discontinuity [12–14]. The numerical mesh needs to be very fine for
this method as at least two or more elements should be used to resolve the localization length scale (l)
to obtain an accurate average value of the non-local strain.
The split-operator method allows us to couple the gradient enhanced damage framework to the
existing finite element local damage code in a transparent and convenient manner. The detailed solution
procedure is shown in the Figure 6.1 (Flow Chart). We implement a scalar isotropic damage model
based on continuum damage mechanics as discussed in equation (3.7). We use the modified power law
as discussed in Section 4.3.4 in Chapter- 4. Two symmetric linear PDEs need to be solved in each
loading step. The Helmholtz equation (6.7) becomes a linear partial differential equation for a fixed
step. The split-operator method is implemented by first solving the equilibrium problem for a fixed ε¯ .
This results in a displacement field, which is then used to set up the second boundary value problem,
based on the Helmholtz equation (6.7). For a fixed quasi-static equilibrium equation, the Helmholtz
equation is now a linear partial differential equation which can be solved for ε¯ . In the split-operator
method, the two solution fields which are the displacement and the non-local equivalent strain, are
slightly inconsistent but these differences will be small and therefore quite acceptable and controllable.
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Figure 6.2: Damage versus strain where other parameters are considered in Table 6.1
Table 6.1: Parameters for the damage calculation.
Parameters Values
Damage growth influence parameter (β ) 0.01
Softening parameter (α) 1.6
Threshold damage parameter (κ0) 2.0×10−4
Ultimate damage parameter (κc) 1.0×10−3
6.3 Results and Discussions
We apply the non-local damage code to three different specimens with different shapes: a cubic
specimen with a weak zone in Section 6.3.1, a homogeneous L-shaped specimen in Section 6.3.2 and
a rectangular specimen with a pre-existing weak flaw in Section 6.3.3. We use modified power damage
law discussed in Section 4.3.4 to calculate the damage shown in Figure 6.2. As the non-local model
forces the damage to diffuse in an area defined by the localization length scale, we assume that we
need to resolve the localization length scale with at least two elements to remove the mesh dependence.
6.3.1 Cubic Specimen with Weak Zone
We assume that the specimen has a cubic shape with edge length lz = 100 mm. Uniaxial compression
is applied along the direction x3. Figure 6.3 (a) shows the location of the weak zone with dimensions
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Figure 6.3: The rock specimen (a) Cubic specimen with weak zone (b) Weak zone
Table 6.2: Material properties for the cubic specimen with weak zone.
Parameters Values
Height of the specimen (lz) 100 mm
Scale parameter Young’s modulus outside the weak zone (E0) 36.0 GPa
Young’s modulus inside the weak zone 18.0 GPa
Poisson’s ratio outside the weak zone (ν) 0.18
Poisson’s ratio inside the weak zone 0.26
Homogeneity index (m) 50.0
Scale parameter (u0) 36.0 GPa
Tensile strength (σt) 250.0 MPa
Compressive strength (σc) 841.0 MPa
Rate of displacement 0.004 mm
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Figure 6.4: The damage plot of the cubic specimen with weak zone (a) Local model and (b) Non-local
model
(5mm3) in the middle of the front x2− x3 planar surface where the shape of the weak zone is shown
in Figure 6.3 (b). Young’s modulus of the specimen is 36.0 GPa except in the weak zone where it
is 18.0 GPa. We apply the following displacement wall boundary conditions to implement uniaxial
compression along the x3 axis:
u1 = 0 at x1 = 0
u2 = 0 at x2 = 0
u3 = 0 at x3 = 0
u3 =−uBC at x3 = lz
where uBC (0.002 mm) is the displacement increment enforced at the top of the specimen for uniaxial
compression and uBC is increased with time. On all other faces no loading is applied which means that
there is zero normal stress at the boundary of the specimens on these faces. We set the material and
damage evolution parameters as listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 for this cubic specimen with weak
zone. We use a very fine mesh with a total of about 40 Million elements with a maximum of 1 mm
edge length for the elements. The same mesh is used for both the non-local and local damage model.
Figure 6.4 shows the damage plot of cubic specimen with a weak zone under uniaxial compression
for both local (Figure 6.4 (a)) and non-local (Figure 6.4 (b)) models. The localization length scale l is
2 mm for non-local damage in Figure 6.4 (b) whereas the maximum element size is 1 mm for both
pictures. The non-local model forces the damage to diffuse at a scale determined by the localization
length scale. The damaged zone and the fracture width is determined by the localization length
scale, and for this reason, the fracture width is larger for the non-local damage model than the local
damage model. The damage propagates along shear bands emanating from the weak zone of the cubic
specimen. The non-local model shows damage evolution and fracture propagation at a larger scale than
the local model because it has an inherent length scale prescribed by the model through the localization
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Figure 6.5: (a) Numerical homogeneous L-shaped specimen, (b) Experimental L-shaped specimen
redrawn from Winkler et al. [18]
Table 6.3: Material properties for the homogeneous L-shaped specimen.
Parameters Values
Long edge of the specimen 500 mm
Short edge of the specimen 250 mm
Scale parameter Young’s modulus (E0) 36.0 GPa
Poisson’s ratio (ν) 0.18
Tensile strength (σt) 250.0 MPa
Compressive strength (σc) 841.0 MPa
Rate of displacement 0.002 mm
length scale. The fracture width is larger than the localization length in the non-local model as the
damage diffuses over a scale of 2−5 times the localization length. A similar effect of localization
length scale is shown for microplane damage models using an implicit gradient enhancement by Zreid
and Kaliske [127]. It was not possible to reduce the localization length scale further in the non-local
model because of computational resource limits for the simulations, as we require at least two finite
element mesh elements to resolve the localization length.
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Figure 6.6: The fracture propagation of L-shaped specimen (a) Local model and (b) Non-local model
6.3.2 Homogeneous L-shaped Specimen
The geometric properties of the L-shaped specimen and the boundary conditions are shown in Figure 6.5
(a). The long and the short edges are given as 500 and ly = 250 mm; the thickness of the L-shaped
specimen is 100 mm. The lower horizontal edge of the vertical leg is fixed and the vertical edge of the
horizontal leg is subjected to a vertical point load. This set up was investigated in the experimental
study by Winkler et al. [18]. The displacement boundary conditions are:
u3 = uBC at x2 = ly,
u1 = u2 = u3 = 0 at x3 = 0.
where the bottom surface is fixed for all the directions. The dimensions and properties of the concrete
for the L-shaped specimen are given in Table 6.3. The localization length scale is 2 mm whereas
the maximum element size is 1 mm for this L-shaped specimen. Total number of elements are 83.9
millions for this simulation. Figure 6.6 illustrates the damage for the local (left) and non-local model
(right). The non-local damage in Figure 6.6 (b) depicts the same pattern of damage like the local
model in Figure 6.6 (a) . However, the fracture width in non-local damage is larger than the local
damage. This large damage in non-local model is quite normal as the localization length scale forces
the damage to diffuse in a certain area which is defined by that localization length. Both the damage
patterns produced by the local and non-local model are similar shape to experimental results [18]
sketched in Figure 6.5 (b). Again it was not possible due to computing resource limitations to reduce
the localization length scale in the non-local model any further to more accurately reproduce the
experimental results and fracture widths at a smaller length scale.
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Table 6.4: Material properties for the block specimen with a weak flaw.
Parameters Values
Height of the specimen (lz) 120 mm
Scale parameter Young’s modulus outside the weak zone (E0) 13.5 GPa
Young’s modulus inside the weak zone 1.0×10−5 Pa
Poisson’s ratio both inside and outside of the flaw (ν) 0.26
Homogeneity index (m) 50.0
Scale parameter (u0) 13.5 GPa
Tensile strength (σt) 250.0 MPa
Compressive strength (σc) 841.0 MPa
Rate of displacement 0.002 mm
(b)(a)
Figure 6.7: The fracture propagation of block specimen with a pre-existing flaw (a) Local model and
(b) Non-local model
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6.3.3 Block Specimen with Pre-existing Weak Flaw
As in the previous Chapter- 3 we simulate a block-shaped sandstone specimen with a pre-existing flaw
undergoing uniaxial compression with dimensions of 20×70×120mm3 to replicate the experimental
investigations of Lu et al. [15], see Figure 3.1. In the centre of the front x2x3 planar surface of the
specimen there is a single pre-existing flaw, see Figure 3.1 (b). The domain of the specimen is meshed
with tetrahedral elements, see Figure 3.1 (d)) using the 3-D finite element mesh generator Gmsh [166].
Figure 3.1 (c) shows an example mesh using 337798 elements. A displacement increment of −0.002
mm per time step is applied at the top face of the specimen at x3 = lz until total failure. The mechanical
parameters chosen for the simulation are listed in Table 6.4. The same wall displacement boundary
condition 6.3.1 like the cubic specimen is used for this block shaped specimen in this section.
As confirmed before the damage evolution and fracture propagation produced by the local model
in Figure 6.7 (a) is very similar to the experimental results [15]. A very fine mesh is considered to
calculate the damage evolution where the maximum length of an element is 1 mm and contains a total
of 55.3 Million elements. Because of computing resource limitations, the smallest localization length
scale we could use was 2 mm for the non-local damage model in Figure 6.7 (b). The same pattern of
damage is observed in the non-local damage model as for the local model but, as mentioned already, at
a large scale.
In summary, in this Section 6.3 we conclude that the damage plots are looking almost similar
patterns for both local and non-local models of each individual specimen except the damage width in
non-local model. Although the damage pattern is similar for both models, the non-local damage width
is larger than the local damage width for all three different shapes of specimens as there is a localization
length scale present in the non-local model. Additionally, the damage pattern of the L-Shaped specimen
in Figure 6.6 has a qualitative agreement with the experimental study by Winkler et al. [18]. Similarly,
the damage pattern of the block specimen with a pre-existing flaw has a qualitative agreement with the
experimental study by Lu et al. [15].
6.4 Effect of Localization Length Scale
In the non-local model, the fracture width depends on the non-local parameter c which is proportional
to the square of localization length scale [127, 193]. So the localization length scale is crucial for
controlling the fracture width as the damage diffuses at the scale of the localization length. It also
places limits on the maximum mesh element size used so that the fracture width can be resolved
accurately using the non-local model. We make an assumption that we need at least two elements inside
the localization length scale area to resolve the diffusion of damage at the scale of the localization
length. This means that the mesh element size needs to be at least half the localization length scale.
On the other hand for the local model, the damage localizes to a single element and the fracture width
is determined by the FEM mesh size.
Figure 6.8 plots the damage evolution of L-shaped specimen for different localization length scales
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Figure 6.8: The damage evolution of an L-shaped specimen for different localization length scales,
(a) localization length 2 mm, (b) localization length 4 mm, (c) localization length 6 mm and (d)
localization length 8 mm. Where the element size is 1 mm for all localization lengths.
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Table 6.5: Peak stress of different mesh in local and non-local model (localization length scale 8 mm)
for different specimens.
Mesh element size (Cubic specimen with weak zone) Local model Non-local model
1 mm 3.11e+07 Pa 3.12e+07 Pa
2 mm 3.11e+07 Pa 3.12e+07 Pa
4 mm 3.11e+07 Pa 3.12e+07 Pa
Mesh element size (L-Shaped Specimen) Local model Non-local model
1 mm 3.24e+05 Pa 6.52e+05 Pa
2 mm 3.60e+05 Pa 6.62e+05 Pa
4 mm 4.34e+05 Pa 6.79e+05 Pa
8 mm 5.48e+05 Pa 7.41e+05 Pa
Mesh element size (Block specimen with single flaw) Local model Non-local model
0.5 mm 1.25e+07 Pa 1.36e+07 Pa
1 mm 1.27e+07 Pa 1.36e+07 Pa
2 mm 1.30e+07 Pa 1.36e+07 Pa
4 mm 1.35e+07 Pa 1.36e+07 Pa
with a fine mesh with a maximum element size of 1 mm. Figure 6.8 clearly shows the effect of the
localization length scale on the fracture width produced. In Figure 6.8 (d) the localization length scale
is 8 mm and the damaged zone is very wide. As the localization length scale decreases the fracture
width also decreases correspondingly in Figure 6.8 (c), (b) and (a). For this application, it would be
desirable to employ a smaller localization length scale in order to reproduce the experimental results
more accurately. However, supercomputing resource limitations meant that we could not employ
localization length scales less than 2 mm.
Figure 6.9 plots the damage pattern of L-shaped specimen for different mesh sizes with a fixed
localization length scales 8 mm. We consider this large localization length scale because we want to
consider meshes at varying resolutions to show the mesh independence of the non-local damage model.
The damage plots produced using the different mesh sizes in Figure 6.9 look similar because they have
the same localization length scale. This confirms that the damage plots are mesh independent for the
presented non-local model.
The damage evolution for different mesh sizes with a local model is shown in Figure 6.10. From
this figure, it is clear that the damage is localized to a single mesh element in the finite element mesh
and that the local damage model is mesh dependent.
Figure 6.11 plots the stress-strain curve of L-shaped specimen for different localization length
scales with a fine mesh with element size is 1 mm. We observe in Figure 6.11 that as the localization
length scale increases the strength also increases.
6.5 Mesh Sensitivity Analysis
The aim of this section is to analyze the effect of the unstructured mesh size on the results for the
non-local damage model and to show that the non-local model is, in fact, mesh independent. We
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Figure 6.9: The damage evolution of L-shaped specimen for different meshes in non-local model with
constant localization length scale (8 mm), (a) Element size 8 mm, (b) Element size 4 mm, (c) Element
size 2 mm and (d) Element size 1 mm
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Figure 6.10: The damage evolution of L-shaped specimen for different mesh with the local model, (a)
Element size 8 mm, (b) Element size 4 mm, (c) Element size 2 mm, (d) Element size 1 mm, (e) Zoom
in picture of (c) and (f) Zoom in picture of (d)
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Figure 6.11: The stress-strain curve for different localization length scale with constant mesh element
size (1 mm) for L-Shaped specimen.
Figure 6.12: The stress-strain curve for varying mesh resolutions for the cubic specimen with weak
zone (a) Local model and (b) Non-local model with localization length scale of 8 mm
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Figure 6.13: The stress-strain curve for varying mesh resolutions for the L-shaped specimen (a) Local
model and (b) Non-local model with localization length scale of 8 mm
Figure 6.14: The stress-strain curve for varying mesh resolutions for the block specimen with a
pre-existing flaw (a) Local model and (b) Non-local model with localization length scale of 8 mm
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look at stress-strain curves for the mesh dependence analysis in this section. The maximum mesh
element size in the meshes tested ranges from 1 to 8 mm for the three differently shaped specimens.
To minimize the computational cost and execution time we considered a large localization length scale
of 8 mm for the non-local model in the mesh sensitivity analysis.
Figure 6.12 plots the stress-strain curves of a cubic specimen with the weak zone for different mesh
element sizes which are the same as used in Section 6.3.1. In this plot, we consider the maximum
length of mesh elements is 1, 2 and 4 mm whereas the total number of elements are 40.1, 8.9 and 9.0
millions respectively. The non-local model in Figure 6.12 (b) shows mesh independence whereas the
local model is mesh dependent and has some convergence issues in Figure 6.12 (a) especially after the
peak stress.
Figure 6.13 plots the stress-strain curves of the L-shaped specimen for different mesh element
sizes same as used in Section 6.3.2. In this plot, we consider the maximum length of an element
is 1, 2 and 4 mm whereas the total number of elements are 83.9, 12.5 and 1.7 millions respectively.
Additionally, we also consider 8 mm mesh element size for the local model with other element sizes.
The localization length scale for the non-local model in Figure 6.13 (b) is considered as 8 mm. We
found mesh independence for the non-local model as expected, whereas the local model in Figure 6.13
(a) displays mesh dependence compare to the non-local model in Figure 6.13 (b).
Figure 6.14 shows the stress-strain curves of a rectangular specimen with a pre-existing flaw for
different mesh element size. In this picture, we consider the maximum length of an element is 0.5,
1, 2 and 4 mm whereas the total elements are 55.3, 9.40, 2.0 and 0.3 millions respectively. We also
consider the same localization length scale of 8 mm in the non-local model for this specimen like the
other two specimens. Like the other two specimens, the rectangular block specimen with a pre-existing
flaw shows the mesh independence for the non-local model in Figure 6.14 (b), whereas the local model
in Figure 6.14 (a) is mesh dependent.
Table 6.5 details the peak strength for different mesh resolutions for the three different shapes of
the specimens for the local and non-local model. For the cubic mesh with weak elements, it shows the
same peak stress for all different mesh element sizes in the local and non-local model. Although the
local model showed identical strain up to peak stress, it showed different strain when it crosses the
peak stress. Whereas the non-local model showed identical plots with different element size (see in
Figure 6.12) even after crossing the peak stress. For the L-Shaped and Block specimens, the non-local
model are mesh independent whereas the local models are mesh dependent (see in Table 6.5).
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the local damage model presented in Chapter- 4 was modified to remove the mesh
dependence using the implicit gradient damage formulation. The idea is to introduce regularization
of the equivalent strain with the objective to eliminate mesh dependence. The non-local version
is constructed by solving an additional PDE. The momentum and the regularization equations are
solved sequentially using a split-operator approach. To validate the model three types of specimens
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were investigated. The local and non-local model show similar damage patterns. However, there
is an additional length scale introduced through the regularization in the non-local model through
the localization length, which determines the extent of the damaged zone and subsequent fracture
propagation and fracture widths. The fracture width depends on the localization length scale of the
non-local model. Smaller localization lengths in the non-local damage model give a narrower fracture
width and are similar to the local model (where the fracture generally localizes to a single mesh
element). In contrast for the non-local model, a larger localization length scale shows more diffusion
of the damaged areas. From this study, we conclude that the implicit gradient damage formulation can
remove the mesh dependence and strain localization in the local damage model. However, there are
computational limitations for this method. It is computationally expensive to use smaller localization
length scales in non-local damage models. For the examples we implemented in this chapter, we found
that even smaller localization length scales were needed to more accurately reproduce the narrow
fracture widths observed in the experiments.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
The objective of the research was to develop a mathematically consistent continuum damage formula-
tion which can describe the fracture propagation and damage evolution from a pre-existing fracture of a
3-D rock specimen under uniaxial compression. Experimental compression tests of these specimens in
different geometrical configurations as investigated in the experiments of Lu et al. [15] were simulated
in this study using unstructured FEM meshes. Our simulation results have been verified the experimen-
tal results which showed that the appearance of the different cracks is closely related to the geometry
of the pre-existing surface flaw. Numerical simulations allow us to easily explore the parameter space
further with minimal effort and time. We investigated the effect of variation in the rock heterogeneity
by considering different realizations of the Weibull distribution used to generate the Young’s modulus.
The different realizations are generated using different seeds for the random number generator for
the Young’s modulus with exactly the same bulk material properties. We also explored the effect on
damage evolution and fracture propagation by applying different damage evolution laws. Depending
on the selection of parameters different damage evolution laws can be used to simulate different types
of materials from brittle to quasi-brittle. Another major well-known issue in strain-softening damage
models is the pathological mesh dependency inherent in local damage models. We implemented a
non-local implicit gradient damage model to remove this pathological mesh dependence and compared
the advantages and disadvantages of either a local or non-local damage model.
In Chapter- 3 we have simulated experimental compression tests of sandstone specimens with a
single flaw in different geometrical configurations as investigated in the experiments of Lu et al. [15]
using unstructured FEM meshes. It is very difficult to exactly reproduce the experimental results
as there is no exact data or values of material parameter are reported in the experiment other than
the stress-strain curve (see Fig. 2-4 of Lu et al. [15]), and photos of fracture patterns produced (see
Fig. 6-8 of Lu et al. [15]). The simulations were able to qualitatively reproduce the three types of
cracks: wing cracks, anti-wing cracks and far-field cracks observed in the experiments which are
closely related to the geometry of the pre-existing surface flaw. Anti-wing cracks were generated
more easily for smaller flaw angles, smaller flaw lengths or shallower flaw depths. For the larger flaw
lengths, angles and depths the ultimate failure of the specimen proceeded along rupture planes aligned
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to the flaw angle, whereas the failure near the flaw for smaller flaw lengths, angles and depths are
closer to the axial splitting mode. Because the experimental results had a limited number of specimens
tested we extended this analysis further in Chapter- 4 and explored the effect of variability in the rock
heterogeneity in the Young’s modulus using the same bulk material parameters.
To isolate the effect of the flaw geometry, the simulations in Chapter- 3 and 4 reproduced the
damage evolution and stress-strain response curves for various flaw geometries from a single calibration
of material parameters. The only variation between different simulations was in the flaw geometry with
varying flaw angle, flaw length and flaw depth, and the seed for the random sampling from the Weibull
distribution to represent rock heterogeneity. However, the same bulk material properties through the
scale and shape parameter for the Weibull distribution were used. The values for rock parameters
relating to the damage evolution were not altered over the simulations. In general, our results show
close qualitative agreement with the experimental results where differences to the experimental results
can be attributed to statistical variations in the specimens as well as to the random sampling in the
simulation set-ups.
In Chapter- 4 we considered different damage evolution laws to simulate different types of materials
from brittle to quasi-brittle. These damage evolution laws were based on the notion of a scalar
equivalent strain and we consider an approach using the modified von-Mises theory, as an alternative
to the micromechanical model used in Chapter- 3. We found that this alternative method gave a good
qualitative agreement with the experimental results and had some advantages over the micromechanical
model in reproducing some of the experimental results of Lu et al. [15]. This comparative study helped
identify modified power law which produced damage patterns more similar to experimental studies for
quasi-brittle materials in 3-D geometries. A statistical sensitivity analysis was also performed in this
chapter by varying the parameters and the associated sampling grid resolution of the sampling from
the Weibull distribution for the Young’s modulus. Various realizations for the Young’s modulus were
trialled to find a damage plot similar to experimental results [15] for a single pre-existing flaw specimen
under uniaxial compression. The sampling grid resolution of the random distribution defining the
Young’s modulus, which simulates the rock heterogeneity, introduces an additional length scale to the
problem, and was found also to have some effect on the resulting damage patterns.
One of the key issues in the development of continuum damage models is how to describe the
localized deformations which are characteristic of fracture problems, and avoid the associated mesh
dependency of the fracturing process with local damage models. In local damage models, the damage
process which represents the initiation and growth of cracks, tends to localize into a vanishing volume
as the mesh is subsequently refined. Both damage models outlined in Chapters- 3 and 4 are local
damage models and exhibit some mesh dependence.
To address these localization and mesh dependency of local damage models of the previous chapters,
we employed the non-local implicit gradient damage formulation of Peerlings et al. [122] in Chapter- 6.
In this method, we consider not only the quasi-static equilibrium equation but a coupled system of
PDEs where we solve an addition PDE called Helmholtz equation for the equivalent strain. We solve
these coupled equations using the split-operator method [122]. To reduce the computing time for 3-D
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specimens, this method does not consider the full coupling of the quasi-static equilibrium equation and
the Helmholtz equation for the non-local equivalent strain. The damage evolution for three loading
experiments is considered: uniaxial compression of a rock with a weak zone, homogeneous L-shaped
specimen under a lateral load and uniaxial compression of a rock with a pre-existing surface flaw.
We demonstrate the efficiency of this method in removing the mesh dependence and compare the
simulated results with experimental results.
From this study, it is concluded that the non-local implicit gradient damage formulation can remove
the pathological mesh dependence and strain localization in local damage models. This non-local
damage model introduces an additional length scale: the localization length, which must be adequately
resolved by the finite element mesh and places a constraint on the mesh resolution. Because of this
limitation on the mesh size, this method is computationally expensive to use for small localization
length scales that more accurately reproduce the narrow fracture widths observed in the experiments.
Thus when deciding to employ either a non-local or local damage model several factors must be
considered such as: the length-scale of the damaged zone and resulting fracture, whether a 2-D or
3-D simulation is necessary, are the supercomputing resources sufficient to run simulations using the
non-local damage model with a finite element mesh which can accurately reproduce the experimentally
observed fracture widths.
In future work, we will better quantify the sensitivity of the stress-strain response from geometrical
and rock parameters and quantify the statistical variation through uncertainty quantification [194].
Future work will also test other statistical distributions for the material parameters to determine which
one is the best for representing rock heterogeneity and which is more suitable for modelling naturally
fractured rocks. Another extension of this work is to model anisotropic rocks with anisotropic damage
using a damage tensor instead of a scalar damage variable. Fluid flow through fractured rock, e.g.
through seepage, and its interaction with damage propagation will be investigated in the future. The
potential impact of this work is increased productivity in mining and manufacturing industries, and
advancing models of structural failure in construction and manufacturing, thereby increasing safety
standards and possibly cutting costs.
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Appendix A
Appendices
A.1 Mesh Generation Code in GMSH
unit_conv=1.e-3;
lx=100.*unit_conv;
ly=100*unit_conv;
lz=100.*unit_conv;
Mesh.CharacteristicLengthMax = lz/110.;
P1C=newp; Point(P1C) = {0,0,0};
P2C=newp; Point(P2C) = {lx,0,0};
P3C=newp; Point(P3C) = {lx,ly,0};
P4C=newp; Point(P4C) = {0,ly,0};
P5C=newp; Point(P5C) = {0,0,lz};
P6C=newp; Point(P6C) = {lx,0,lz};
P7C=newp; Point(P7C) = {lx,ly,lz};
P8C=newp; Point(P8C) = {0,ly,lz};
L1C=newl; Line(L1C) = {P1C,P2C};
L2C=newl; Line(L2C) = {P2C,P3C};
L3C=newl; Line(L3C) = {P3C,P4C};
L4C=newl; Line(L4C) = {P4C,P1C};
L5C=newl; Line(L5C) = {P5C,P6C};
L6C=newl; Line(L6C) = {P6C,P7C};
L7C=newl; Line(L7C) = {P7C,P8C};
L8C=newl; Line(L8C) = {P8C,P5C};
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L9C=newl; Line(L9C) = {P1C,P5C};
L10C=newl; Line(L10C) = {P2C,P6C};
L11C=newl; Line(L11C) = {P3C,P7C};
L12C=newl; Line(L12C) = {P4C,P8C};
LLC1=newreg; Line Loop(LLC1) = {L1C,L2C,L3C,L4C};
SC1 = news;
Plane Surface(SC1) = {-LLC1};
LLC2=newreg; Line Loop(LLC2) = {L5C,L6C,L7C,L8C};
SC2 = news;
Plane Surface(SC2) = {LLC2};
LLC3 = newreg; Line Loop(LLC3) = {L1C,L10C,-L5C,-L9C};
SC3 = news;
Plane Surface(SC3) = {LLC3};
LLC4 = newreg; Line Loop(LLC4) = {L3C,L12C,-L7C,-L11C};
SC4 = news;
Plane Surface(SC4) = {LLC4};
LLC5 = newreg; Line Loop(LLC5) = {L4C,L9C,-L8C,-L12C};
SC5 = news;
Plane Surface(SC5) = {LLC5};
LLC6 = newreg; Line Loop(LLC6) = {L2C,L11C,-L6C,-L10C};
SC6 = news;
Plane Surface(SC6) = {LLC6};
Physical Surface("Top") = {SC2};
Physical Surface("Bottom") = {SC1};
Physical Surface("Sides") = {SC3,SC4,SC5,SC6};
sInner = newreg;
Surface Loop(sInner) = {SC1,SC2,SC3,SC4,SC5,SC6};
vInner = newreg;
Volume(vInner) = {sInner};
Physical Volume("Inner") = {vInner};
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A.2 Escript Code for Nonlocal Damage Model
import numpy as np
from esys.escript import *
from esys.finley import ReadGmsh
from esys.finley import Brick
from esys.escript.linearPDEs import LinearPDE
from esys.escript.pdetools import Projector
from esys.escript.pdetools import Locator
from esys.weipa import saveVTK, saveSilo
mydomain=ReadGmsh(’Mesh’,3)
DirectoryOutput=’./OutputDirectoryName/’
toggle_visualisation = ’on’
lzh=100.*1.e-3 # Height of The Specimen
lyw=100.*1.e-3 # Length of The Specimen
lxt=100.*1.e-3 # Width of The Specimen
x_mesh=Function(mydomain).getX()
mesh = mydomain.getX()
# Different Parameters
Youngs_modulus_E =36.*1.e9
Poissons_ratio_v = 0.18
######### Create Weibull Interpolation Table ####################
ScaleParameter=36.*1.e9
ShapeParameter=50.0
Seed=100
r=np.random.RandomState(Seed)
w=ScaleParameter*r.weibull(ShapeParameter, (21, 21, 21)) # (Resolution of interpolation table grid)
########## Read Interpolation Table ###########################
rock=w
dx=lxt/(rock.shape[2]-1)
dy=lyw/(rock.shape[1]-1)
dz=lzh/(rock.shape[0]-1)
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E_initial =interpolateTable(rock, x_mesh, (0, 0, 0), (dx, dy, dz))
E_initial.setTaggedValue("Flaw1",Youngs_modulus_E/10.)
############# End Interpolation Table ##########################
lam1 = E_initial*Poissons_ratio_v/((1.+Poissons_ratio_v)*(1.-2.*Poissons_ratio_v))
mu1 = E_initial/(2.*(1.+Poissons_ratio_v))
Youngs_modulus_E_2 = 1.e-5
Poissons_ratio_v_2 = 0.26
lam2 =Youngs_modulus_E_2*Poissons_ratio_v_2/((1.+Poissons_ratio_v_2)*(1.-2.*Poissons_ratio_v_2))
mu2 =Youngs_modulus_E_2/(2.*(1.+Poissons_ratio_v_2))
E_damage = E_initial*1.
D_damage = Scalar(0.,Function(mydomain))
lam=lam1*1.
mu=mu1*1.
mypde = LinearPDE(mydomain)
mypde.setSymmetryOn()
# Define stress tensor
C=Tensor4(0.,Function(mydomain))
for i in range(mydomain.getDim()):
for j in range(mydomain.getDim()):
C[i,i,j,j]+=lam
C[j,i,j,i]+=mu
C[j,i,i,j]+=mu
mypde.setValue(A=C)
# Wall Boundary Conditions
msk_x=whereZero(mesh[0])*[1.,0.,0.]
msk_y=whereZero(mesh[1])*[0.,1.,0.]
msk_z=whereZero(mesh[2])*[0.,0.,1.]
msk_top_z=whereZero(mesh[2]-lzh)*[0.,0.,1.]
boundary_cond= (msk_x+msk_y+msk_z+msk_top_z)
mypde.setValue(q=boundary_cond)
xc1=[0.,0.,lzh]
xc2=[0.,0.,lzh/2.]
L1 = Locator(FunctionOnBoundary(mydomain), xc1)
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L2 = Locator(Function(mydomain), xc2)
proj = Projector(mydomain)
U_top =-4.e-6 # Displacement Increment
displacement_top=0.
displacement=Vector(0.,ContinuousFunction(mydomain))
E_limit=1.e-5
Sigma_c_scalar = 841.e6
Sigma_t_scalar = 250.e6
Sigma_c=Scalar(Sigma_c_scalar,Function(mydomain))
Sigma_t=Scalar(Sigma_t_scalar,Function(mydomain))
k=Sigma_c/Sigma_t
dm = DataManager(formats=[DataManager.VTK],work_dir=DirectoryOutput)
dm.addData(displacement=displacement)
dm.setTime(displacement_top)
OutputFile = open(DirectoryOutput+’StressStrain.out’, ’w’)
lam_damage =lam*1.
mu_damage =mu*1.
Counter=0
Kappa_0=Scalar(.0002,Function(mydomain))
Kappa_c=Scalar(0.001,Function(mydomain))
Kappa_last=Kappa_0*1.
Alfa=1.6
Beta=0.01
# Helmholtz Parameters
l=2.*1.e-3 # Localization Length
c=(l**2)/2.
omega=1.0
Counter=0.
while displacement_top >=-1.0e-3:
displacement_top+=U_top
U_boundary_cond=msk_top_z*displacement_top
mypde.setValue(r=U_boundary_cond)
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u=mypde.getSolution()
displacement=u
g=grad(displacement)
sigma=mu_damage*(g+transpose(g))+lam_damage*trace(g)*kronecker(mydomain)
stress=symmetric(sigma)
v1=eigenvalues(stress)
stress_1,stress_2,stress_3=v1[2],v1[1],v1[0]
strain=symmetric(g)
I1=trace(strain)
J2=(1./6.)*I1**2-(1./2.)*length(strain)**2
Epsilon_tilde=(k-1.)/(2.*k*(1.-2.*Poissons_ratio_v))*I1+(1./(2.*k))*sqrt(((k-1.)**2)/((1.-2.*Poissons_ratio_v)**2)*I1**2.-(12.*k)/((1.+Poissons_ratio_v)**2)*J2)
######################## Helmholtz Equation #################
spde=LinearPDE(mydomain)
spde.setSymmetryOn()
x=mydomain.getX()
spde.setValue(A=c*kronecker(mydomain), D=omega,Y=Epsilon_tilde)
Epsilon_bar=spde.getSolution()
####################### Helmholtz End ######################
Kappa=clip(Epsilon_bar,minval=Kappa_last)
DC=whereNegative(Kappa - Kappa_c)
Kappa_cut=clip(Kappa, maxval=Kappa_c)
D_damage, DOLD=1.-(Kappa_0/Kappa_cut)**Beta*((Kappa_c-Kappa_cut)/(Kappa_c-Kappa_0))**Alfa, D_damage
################# E Damage Calculation #####################
m3=whereNegative(D_damage - 1.0)
m4=whereNonNegative(D_damage - 1.0)
E_damage=(1.-D_damage)*E_initial*m3 + m4*E_limit # E=(1.-D)*E_Weibull + 1.e-5
################# Lam and Mu Update With Damage ############
lam_damage = E_damage*Poissons_ratio_v/((1.+Poissons_ratio_v)*(1.-2.*Poissons_ratio_v))
mu_damage = E_damage/(2.*(1.+Poissons_ratio_v))
Test = lam_damage - lam
C_update=Tensor4(0.,Function(mydomain))
for i in range(mydomain.getDim()):
for j in range(mydomain.getDim()):
C_update[i,i,j,j]+=lam_damage
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C_update[j,i,j,i]+=mu_damage
C_update[j,i,i,j]+=mu_damage
mypde.setValue(A=C_update)
######################## Damage End #####################
Disp_end= L1.getValue(displacement)[2]
ux_end = L1.getValue(displacement)[0]
uy_end = L1.getValue(displacement)[1]
Strain_analytic = displacement_top/lzh
z=FunctionOnBoundary(mydomain).getX()[2]
mask=whereZero(z-lzh)
Stress_end= integrate(proj(stress[2,2])*mask)/integrate(mask)
Strain_end= integrate(proj(strain[2,2])*mask)/integrate(mask)
Stress_end_analytic = Youngs_modulus_E*Strain_analytic
OutputFile.write("%e %e %e %e %e %e\n"%(Disp_end,displacement_top,Strain_end,Strain_analytic,Stress_end,Stress_end_analytic))
OutputFile.flush()
if toggle_visualisation ==’on’:
if Counter%5==1:
if sup(D_damage)> 0:
dm.setTime(displacement_top/lzh)
dm.addData(D_damage=D_damage)
dm.export()
Counter+=1
Kappa_last=Kappa
OutputFile.close()
